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Candidates
·disagree
on funding
universities
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton says that, as
jlOvernor, he would make sure fundmg for higher education at least
keeps pace with inflation. And he
says the, heat should stay on state universities and community colleges .to
· hire, enroll and graduate more Afri.
can Americans.
Republican gubernatorial candidate
Larry Forgy calls .Patton's funding
pled~e hollow but won't make any
specific budget commitment himself.
State-enforced campus desegregation
goals "do nothing except embarrass
the institutions," and the schools can
be trusted to make good-faith efforts
without such pressure, he says.
These are two of the significant dif.
ferences between the candidates on
higher-education issues. They also
would use different criteria in choosing university trustees.
Forgy says he will try to appoint
trustees who show "dedication to the
institution" and are not biased
.against the school's president. Patton
said he wants trustees whose commitment to improving the state's higher
education system outweighs their
commitment to a particular school.
One more item, more partisan in
nature, completes the list of major dif.
ferences between the candidates;
Forgy says proposed cuts in federal
aid to states would be less likely to
damage higher education and other
state services than Democrats claim.
Patton says that if the Republican-inspired cuts go . through, the state
won't make up the losses and "people
will have to hve with" the results. ·
The candidates agree on some issues. Both say university presidents
and the Council on Higher Education
should stop institutional empire-building and agree on how the eight universities and 14 community co!!eges
can convert the state's higher-education doUar into the right programs in

the right places. Both deplored turf
battles exemplified by this :tear's
squabble over whether an engmeering program should open in Paducah
and whether the University of Ken-.
tucky or Murray State University
should sponsor it.
"There is some substantial feeling
in this state that higher education is
proliferating at too great a rate to be
able to afford the kind of quality that
ought to be there," Forgy said.
.
The candidates agree, too, on the
continuing need to buffer .gubernatorial appointments to university boards
and the council from politics. Both
say they have no plan to tamper with
one of Gov. Brereton Jones' proudest·
achievements - a requirement that
the governor choose among three
names submitted by a nominating ·
panel
Forgy buttresses his comments on·
higher education with expertise
gleaned from five years as the University of Kentucky's vice president for
business affairs, seven years on !he
Council for Higher Education and
four years as a UK trustee. Patton has
served on the Pikeville College governing board, a Bellarmine College
advisory board and the UK Development Council, which raises private
funds for the university. Pikeville and
Bellarmine are private, four-year colleges.
Forgy said merely giving higher
education its share of expected revenue growth would improve on Patton's pledge to keep pace with inflation. Asked for his own funding commitment, Forgy said: "I will look at
that in the context of the overall
budget and in terms of what I think
higher education's needs are."
Patton endorsed affirmative action.
Under current law, the council can
deny new academic programs to
schools that miss ~oals for enrolling
and employing African Americans.
"As .. long. as .these, disparities.exist,...
and they still do exist, then I think
that we have to take whatever measures are necessary to assure that we
serve all of the people equally," Patton said.
Forgy said he opposes affirmative
action m general and thinks the council's goafs are unrealistically hijlh.
Race-6ased scholarships "are dividing
the campuses to some extent," and
federal courts may force the state to
abandon them, he added.
If hiring and enrollment goals are
removed, "it's my judgment that tlie
institutions won't stop trying, because
they all want to serve the whole community, regardless of race," he said.
Patton's dominant theme in discussing higher education is efficiency.
Fo~•s is the need for university
presidents to put their own houses in
order.

Instead of aiming. at specific rates
of funding increase for universities
and community colleges, as the Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education
ask candidates to do, Patton says he
wants to bring higher education into
synch with the state's social and economic needs.
"I want to have the flexibility to
produce what we need, where we
need it, in the most efficient way," he
said. T~at, Patton said, will require
reforming a system now driven by
. "the political influence of each individual institution. ..."
Forgy said that, if the state's higher
education system is to win back the
prestige it enjoyed a generation ago
with tne public and legislature, "it's
· going to have to begin to be seen as
co_ping with its own problems." Its
failure to do so, he said, is evident in
branch- and off-campus offerings that
make college courses available in 90
of Kentucky's 120 counties.
University presidents' tendency has
been "to respond favorably to every
request for service and then wait for
some other level of government to
tum it down," he said.
He voiced sympathy for the pressures presidents feel to defend and
expand turf and to bring home more
dollars under the state's enrollmentdriven funding formula. "But they
have a job to do, and it is not always
just to say yes," he said.
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Public supports
UK station
The University of Kentucky's
public radio station brou~ht m
$93,650 in its fall fund-raising campaign, the second-highest amount
m the station's history.
. It's encouraging ''to have this
kind of response at a time when
th~gs are still so uncertain," said
Gail Bennett, WUKY-FM's director
of marketing and development.
Although the spring fund drive
brought in about $IO,OOO more,
nearly 1,500 more callers responded to the fall campaign.
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'Study called for on combining
tech schools, community colleges

WHERE THEY
STAND ON •••
Higher
education

BY ANGIE MUHS
HfR"I 11 L~AO[fl EouCtiTIO'II \:'RITER

Q.

WIii you commit
lo keeping Iha
current tul/lon ·
po/Icy, which bases
lull/on rates on the
rates In neighboring slates
and on Kentuckians' ab/Illy lo
pay? .

1995

A

"I think the tuition
Increases have been a
al little rough in the past few
years, and I'll do the best I
can lo try lo alleviate that some."

Does the stats need to do
more lo rein In unnecessary
duplication and competition
among slate universities and
community colleges?

"There is no unnecessary
access to higher education, ever. It
is a question of whether we are
trading off access for quality here.
And there is a limit to how far :
public higher education access can
be stretched" without diluting
quality.

Should Kentucky continua
lo require Its universities and
community colleges lo make
spec/al efforts to recruit and
retain black students and
faculty members?

"I do not support affirmative
action in general. I think that two
wrongs don 'I make a right. " The
Council on Higher Education's
goals for hiring and enrolling
African Americans "do nothing
except embarrass the institutions
once a year when they don't meet
those goals."

If, because of
congressional defIr.It-cutting,
the state has to pick up more
of the tab for such programs
as Medicaid and welfare, how
would this affect Its ab/Illy to
support higher education?

The possibility that entitlements
may be replaced with federal block
grants to states is being used "in a
politically terrorizing way" bJI
Democrats. The effects won't be
dire, "nor do I see that the funding
for higher education will suffer that
greatly."

Hopes to hold tuition
■ hikes to rate of inflation.

A

"If it's unnecessary, then the
state ought to do more to get rid of
ii. " Bui he's unsure whether the
problem is rare or ,;rampant
throughout the system."

''Any time that we have a mix of

a large body of students,
employees, whatever, that does not
reflect the demographics of the
slate, then . .. the system's failed
to properly serve a constituency
...• And as long as those
disparities exist, and they still do
exist, then I think that we have to
take whatever measures are
necessary to assure that we serve
all of the people equally."
"If that's what the people voted .
for fast year - (if) they want to cut
taxes, they want to cut services,
the federal government's made that
decision - that's a decision the
people are going to /Jave to live
with." The state might shift some
priorities, but "in general, we're not
making up cuts in federal

programs."

STAFF CHART BY MARC NORTON

FRi\NJff()Jff -- i\ task force on higher
education yesll'rday called for the legislature
to study combining the state's community
rolleges and vocational-technical schools into

tr colleg,•s would be seriously
l1:1n11erl hr s,·parating from UK. I
bdieve those facts will come out."

This is not the first time that a
has called for a study of the
possibility of merging the two systems. The Higher Education Reone system.
.
.
The community college study was one of view Commission, a task force
several preliminary recommendations put called by Gov. Brereton Jones,
forth yestt>rday hy the Task Force on Higher called for such a study as part of
Education. which is ~xpec!ed to issue a final its final report in 1994. hut it never
report in D,-cembcr.
happened.
Other recornmendations covered 10 subThe community college system
jects, ranging from 'providing money for
is
in
the midst of an internal _stu?Y
campus mainteiiance to finding ways to
that is also supposed to exam1~e its
improve counsl'ling for students.
j
relationship with the vocattonalThe topic of the state's community coltechnical schools.
leges and their relations~ip with the state
voc-ational technical programs has been reMany states combine th~ir techceiving increased scrutiny in recent months. niral schools and commumty colBecause community colleges offer technical leges into one system, or maintain
education programs, some legislators - as two systems under the control of
well as the gubernatorial randidates - have one board.
questioned whether there is duplication and I
Those arrangements do have
overlap between the two ~ystems.
,
advantages,
said Ben Carr, the
The 14 community colleges are controlled!
chancellor
of
the· community colby the University of Kentucky. and the
vocational-technical schools fall under the lege svstem. llut legislators have to
understand that they would be
state's Workforce Development Cabinet.
dealing with two established ~ysUK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. tems with long histories, he said.
said he welcomed a study.
"I've always· said if I were
"I never mind having an issue studied,"
said Wethington. who oversaw the communi- starting tomorrow in Kentucky, I
· would have started with one system," he said. "But you can't take
one stroke of the pen and undo
everything overnight."
).,'l'OllJJ

Murray State University President Kem Alexander. who moved
to include the community college
study in the task force's recmnmendations, said he hoped the stu!IY
would look at other states with
combined systems. like South Carolina, Iowa and Florida.
The study also should look at
how .the community colleges relate
to UK, said Morehead S~ate _Umversity Preside~! Ronald I,aghn.
"I think the University of Kentucky has to look at ifs role. as a
research university, and ask 1f the
community college_s and v~tional-technical educatmn are sttll par:
of their missicmt F.agli_n ~id. "I
think that's a fair question.
But Wethington said he didn't
think that it was a given that the
community colleges would !"' taken away from UK, even 1f they
were merged with vocational-technical schools.
Leon Boothe. president . of
Northern Kentucky University,
said the legislature woul? have to
approach such a study m almost
the same way it tackled the 1990
Kentucky Education Refonm A~t.
which led to sweeping changes m
the way elementary and secondary
schools did business.
"This would he
change," Boothe said.

a
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Colleges turn
to part-time
faculty to
~ve money.
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAW-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Ben Worth is an academic
hired gun, with two desks, three
mailbax~ur sets of textbooks
and about-420 students in the
seven English courses he teaches at
two colleges.
• ·
So is Harriette Seiler,. who
teaches
four
days a week at
Coll~ges
the University
often use ·of Louisville,
part-time
but has another
faculty to get ·part-~e i?b at.
professionals the uruversity to
Into the·
~upplement her.
.income.
classroom to
So . is Ann
teach their Culler, a fullfleld.
, time nurse-midwife at Pattie A.
Clay Hospital in
Richmond. One day each week,
she's a clinical instructor for Eastern Kentucky· University, supervising nine or 10 nursing students at
the hospital.
__ ,.
...
All three are, exainples of a
quiet trend in higher education -in
Kentucky and across the• nation:
Colleges are using part-time faculty. tci save money.
Some administrators are·struting to question the effect of that
trend on quality - especially at a
time· when the public· and legisfa-tors are calling for increased accountability.
Some worry that part-time
faculty, who often hold other jobs,
might not have enough time to
prepare -for classes, or· meet with
their students. Another conce.'Il is
that they generally don't advise
students or sit, on internal commit.tees.
The_ University of· Kentucky
and University of Louisville also
have been criticized by legislators
for having too few full-time faculty
members teaching freshman- and
sophomore-level courses.
"There's a concern that we may
be relying too much on part-time
faculty," said Ben Carr, the chancellor of the community college
system. "We need a good balance,
and .in some cases, we may be
using too many part-time faculty."

No difference to students
The state Council on Higher
Education doesn't track the number of people who teach part-time
in public colleges.
' But it did find· t!Jatc nearly 40
percent of all classes·_-a total of

2,540 courses - at the state's 14
community colleges in 1994 were
taught by part-time faculty members. At the eight state universities,
.part-time instructors taught about
14 percent of all classes, or about
2,735 courses.
Colleges often use part-time faculty because it's a way to get
professionals into the classroom to
teach their field. But the number of
part-time faculty members have
grown so much for another simple
reason: They cost less.
Part-timers - almost all of
whom are required to have master's degrees - generally get a flat
fee, usually anY,Where from $400 to
$700 a credit hour. Because they
don't get benefits, that. meai:is the
college usually spends only between $1,000 or $2,000 a course.
By comparison, the average salary for a full-time instructor, the,"
lowest- academic rank, was just
under $30,000 at the eight public
universities and $27,368·at community colleges. That person, who
also ·would get benefits, would
probably teach three or four classes
- meaning that each course could
cost. the .. college anywhere from
· $7,000 to $10,000.
Carr and other ·coilege administrators interviewed were quick to.
say that almost all part-time faculty. members are excellent teachers
who have a real love for the
subjects they teach.
.
Several. students also said they
didn't see any difference in the·
quality of teaching that they get ·
from part-time instructors. Some
said they weren't even sure which
of their instructors were part-time.
"It. doesn't matter to me if
they're ·part-time or full-time, as
long as they can teach," said Bobby Clements, a sophomore at Lexington Community College.
Steven Lowe, a UK junior, said
he wants to see the university work
to increase the number of full-time
faculty who teach. But that's not
because the part-time instructors
he's had wete bad, he said.
"I ·had one who was probably
one of the best teachers I've had,"
he said.
- UKalso found in a study of the
student course evaluations that
part-time faculty's,ratings equaled
full time faculty_ ratings overall,
said Louis Swift, dean of undergraduate studies at the University
of Kentucky.
Swift said he mainly worries
about how the spirit of a college is
affected if too many of its faculty
members are part0timers who only
come to campus, teach and then
leave.
"If you get too many such
people, the coherent philosophy of:
the university becomes harder to
arrive at," Swift said..- On,the-other hand, some·parttime faculty members say there's/ rncire that· colleges could do to
, involve them with --~P,US life.
.
0

"Sometimes we feel like the
invisible faculty," said Seiler, who
teaches French. "We're there. We're
inexpensive. We fill the gaps."

'The invisible faculty'
Nationally, about one-third of
all people who teach at colleges
and universities work part-time,
according to a 1992 study by the
National Center for· Educational
Statistics.
The extent to which universities nationally employ part-timers
has stayed fairly steady over the
last five or· six years, said David
Leslie, a Florida State University
education professor who co-wrote a
book on part-time faculty.
Kentucky's community colleges
have been using slightly more parttime faculty, but the number has
held steady or' dropped slightly at
four-year public· colleges. --M;my part-time faculty members, however, feel as if their contributions· have- been overlooked,
Leslie said. That was why he and
his co-author, Judith Gappa,-decided to call their book The Invisible
Faculty: Improving the Status of

Part-Timers in Higher Education.
"The. part-timers fold us over
and over that they felt like they
weren't part of the faculty," he
.said. "That's_ ·a dangerous thing,
because it could lead to two faculty•
groups, who are both teaching
students, but who might not be talking to each "other."
Several Kentucky colleges are
trying to fight that by developing
handbooks for part-time instructors, providing them with orientation programs and trying \o match
part-timers with a full-time faculty
member who can serve as a men-·.
tor,
.
.
--c "AT!fuiern Kentucky-University --:- which. Leslie cited as having
a good orientation process - new
part-time faculty members are required to · attend an orientation
session-that.covers topics like university policy, teaching and textbooks, said Russell Enzie, vice·
president for academic affairs.
At· UK, soin,e departments assign a full-time faculty member to
occasionally visit a new part-time
instructor's courses and offer critiques. The departmentchairperson
also usually visits most new parttimers' classes, Swift said.
''They don't just throw them in
and let them do it,"" Swift said.

Lack of benefits, offices
Steps to include part-time faculty members have helped some, said
Libbie Morley, who has taught
Eng_lish part-time at LCC and UK.
· She began teaching part-time when

~
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UK, other_universities
seek to stem stnd~nts'

dangerous binge- ~ g
Campuswide problem

BY ANAND VAISHNAV -.

But-if programs concentrate too
heavily on the Greek system, Fisher said they could neglect. the rest
of _c:ad,pus. Jane Ann Bardin, a
senior and president of the Panhellenic Association, said she saw
more alcohol in her on-campus
residence than in her sorority
house.
. "The first I heard of binge' drinking was in the· context of
:i/irorities and the studies that had
_j(Jst come out," Bardin· said. "But I
: saw. more binge . drinking occur
. when I lived with . a group of .
, women . than when I lived fa a
:_- sorority house. The term is new,
' arid the· awareness is new, but the
activity has been around for a long
. time."
·.. .
.
"
In a survey in 1991 the Office
for. Substance Abuse Prevention of
I
. t\le Department of Health and Hu·
Services found alcohol abuse
· to· be one of the leading causes of
. d!!ath among young r adults. The
' same study also reported that alco,
· ho! abuse was a .factor iii 21
percent of all college dropouts ..
·,;McCoy suggested: strengthen. ing alcohol education as early as
elementary school, noting tl)at the
·· problem starts earlier than college.
· A.. .1993 University of Michigan
· sttiily showed that 69. percent of
eiglith graders had tried. alcohol,
. and 26 percent had drunk it within
the.month before the study. · ,
·::;''I'm very glad to,.-~_;,_ the
amount of research going on, but.
we've got to l~k af the patterns inelementary school," · McCoy said.
·.,A lot of students are coming-to us
with already•set patterns that are•
tiilhealthy.''
, .. , -•· ..

HERAUD-lEADER STAFF WRITER

Researchers call it one of the
leading causes of death among
young adults. Yet across the nation, huge numbers of college students ·are indulging in it.
It's called binge drinking - the
systematic downing of at least four
alcoholic drinks, one after the other. Results released this week from
an ongoing study by the Harvard
School of Public Health show that
·46 percent of non,dr:inking -freshmen eventually become binge
drinkers - especially if they attend colleges with famous sports
programs and actiye fraternities
and·sororities.,
· -:: .
Though the-Harvard s~dy didd
not name specific colleges, 1t foun
that the. heaviest binge drinking
occurred 'at schools'.·in•the N!)rth:
easfand Midwest. TheJowest·risk,,,
schools were in the.West . • ::,,r2
-:--•'People go out sometimes-with
the intention· of getting skeetered,
getting totally sl~hed," said Todd .
Fisher a University ·of Kentucky
senior'and president of the school's"'.
Interfraternity Council. ''You can •
see it when you're walking around
at house. parties, fraternjty parties
and at bars.'' · cc·" : ~{..•James Kuder; vice __ chancellor
for· student affairs, said, students
come to UK a1reaay kriowirig ho:,v .
to drink. In residence hal!s and m
· Greekchapter houses, during fresh:
man orientation and· firesides, ev,,
eryone from doctors to fellow stu,dents try to convince students that
there are alternatives to alcohol.
UK began an eight-hour course
last year called OC'.fAA, On Cam:.
pus Talking About Alcohol; that
teaches interested students about
At''Transylvania
the dangers of alcoholabus1:. So1:1eLike UK, Transylvania Univertimes, students. caught vIOlatl_ng · sity has alcohol awareri~·
the university's no-alcohol pohcy
()1!igns during freshman-,orientaare assigned to the course. .
;
tion, said Richard Thompson, dean
"Like almost all. college tarn- : of students. Next"year; the school
puses, there is a problem with. might start a ~- II!aj_tji. adviser
binge drinking;;and, our students· program that will.lrait!studerlts to -are riot excluded from that problem
ta!k"to other students about drink,
whatsoev~rt ·~~--KU~er. _ , . --~~ . mg:::· ·. _ - ,. ~~..:;.-~-~;}.:,~-- __
--Toe,staff overseemg UKs fra-. · c,:--;Sfudents"leam best·about alco,
teniity and,so~rity ~ystem, often· rulabuse if they hearfroinfriends,
targeted for beiiig the core_ of .any, ,., :rli.ompson said."
· · :,,_ ,; sc_liool's: biiig~ing probleJ?, ,. -~".' ':_i•If.you exert peer presske; you
WIii re~1ve ~mmg m-Decemtier m ·" get a lot further ahead than you get
a--national progra~ called Our · with administrators,..-. Thompson
Cl:3pters, Our Cho!ce. The s~ .- s:!Ja. "And I really like-the concluWIII then teach selected students m
sion- ... of the Harvard sµ,.dy '- to
each Greek chapter how to deal ' follow the second-hand smoke
with alcohol abuse ~ong Greeks,
model. you can shift over to those
said Jay McCoy, assistan! dean _of
who are affected by the behavior of
students and UK's fratern_1ty advis- . the·drinker."
., ,

man·

;~·,,>

•.-.·.

cam-

er. ·,'I ·don't think taking alcohol

<·

But even with firesides; speak.. erirand ·workshops;:it's ·difficult to
a~y is going to solve any_ type of reach people, student Fisher said.
problem," McCoy srud, addmg that ,
.;/'Usually the people we educate :
he.-hoped to make Our Chapters,. __ , .
_ . --·--· :~· .•·----,
Our . Choice a campuswide pro- ' :areJeaders m th~ Greek system. It .
gram.."Witliin'greater society, it is · _gets t? the pomt ."'here~ Y?U_'re
expected that. .when you go ·. to . pr~~g ,to the converted, J1~lit:r
college, you•drink;-and ·.what: we. , . said. · Were not_ hep,i to,:bJ'lby-s1t
have to do is educate."· .
, .Greek men by ~ny .:means, bu! to
get. them to reafu.e .t!iat-~~01ces
· they make can fall liack:omt!Jein::·

·

- ·I

Last · December, the Harvard
researchers released ilie first part
of the study, which showed that 50
perc~nt of college students are
binge drinkers, with some campuses reporting rates of 70 percent.
The study based its findings on 20page questionnaires mailed ,to
about 17,500 college students in 40
states and the District of Columbia. ·
Dr. Tim Nolan, the director of
student mental health at UK's University Health Service, said students who come in worried about
anxiety attacks or poor grades
often don't realize that their problem stems from .binge drinking.
That's where the education can
come in, he said.
"The trick is to inform students
so that at least they're aware of the
risk they're exposing themselves
to," Nolan said. "They tend to ·
overemphasize their own ability to
·adapt and ·their own weaknesses."

PART-TIME:
•.FROM
PAGE ONE"
_,_,._..,
·\· -.~

she returned to the work force after:
her children went back tcr school..
. The ·flexibility is •a :plus," al-'
thougli the low<salary,and .lack·of
benefits are drawbacks;>,- Morley·
said. But she ·thinks that colleges
recognize the contributicins:ofparttime faculty- members. . ·,;:; ?"•::>1
.
.. .
' . "··-~~--.- ' .. ··--,
"My feeling .from administra
tion at both. places has-been,. 'We,
wish we could do more for-you,' '"'.
said Morley,_ who is' teaching fw'.o·
0

classes

at UK.'.

"·;,;:5i.::,-~.,.-. -~,

,Al

:_.·,. , .t.~·':f.::~~--,.:~J:, ..'k;;,.•·\"\r:;.".,:;i~ --~ .~<;

... ''Butihei-e ax-e-still a lot of issues:
thatought to be.addr~ for part- i
time faculty meinbers, said 'Seiler,.
who organized "the Association ·of
Part-Time Teachers at U ofL.. , , ,
For instance,· part-time faculty
members aren't eligible for benefits
· such as breaks on tuition, she said ·
· There also· aren't any- •raises for
seniority, she ~id.
, · ' : :'
Other things are even more
concrete. Worth, for instance, ·said
he ·feels lucky to have a desk even though he has tci share it with ;
two other. part-time_
mem.
. .faculty
..
. .. .
bers.
_.... _ . ;i.~:: ·:... .,. ._ ,.
· ·But because the fee for teachin~
the courses is so low, Worth.said_.
he-had to also teach two courses at ·
Midway this semester. That_brings
his total.load up to five,composition classes and two literature
classes - which will'ge~ l\im about
$8.400 for the semes(er. · _,. · ,:'.,

''I liave 120 or so composition ,
students, so that's 'a lot of papers to
grade," said Worth, who also
taught part-time at LCC last year.
"It· is. very difficult. I 'wish I had
more time to plan the classes."_· ·
' Seil~ said her iiiain goai is to
see that part-time instructorsc get
respect --

.

. -.~- . ., .

!"1.~:-~-.

· "To· the student sitting in the
desk, the person at the:fi;ont of the_
room is the. representative of· the
college, no
~hat the.persoit
nel office calls us," Seiler.said; '.'We'
i~S!; want our jobs ~~be_{y_alue~I_;':_

matter

By TONY CuRNunE
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT.
MOREHEAD - For once,
this year's Morehead• State
team is as unpredictable as a
Dfok Fick sideline antic.
The graduations of leading
scorer Tyrone Boardley,'
Johnnie Williams and Kelly 1
Wells, along w:ith · careerending back and .knee injuries to Mark Cline;-leave the
animated Eagles coach curious about his team's ability.
"This is a really different
year for us," Eick said
Wednesday at MSU's media
day at Ellis T. Johnson
Arena. "It's pretty exciting.
I've always sort of known
what we had. Last year we
knew we'd be pretty good and
we were:
"This year, for the first
time, we've got ·freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, seniors, ·
a kaleidoscope. We've always
been very young or. very old .
since I've been here. One of
the nice things about this
year is we're not like North
Carolina, we don't have to
worry about our guys going
hardship."
..
.
Morehead State's 15-12 season ended with a loss to East- '
ern Kentucky in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournamept. The prospects of a
str6ng season fall on guards
•

.
'
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·:MIDWAY· _ Minutes· after)
speaking, at a new.s-- conferencei
yesterday announcing:his donation,;
of1,t million. to four , Kentucky.'!
colleges and·· univeraities, James r;
Bowling said he's not finished. . . :
"I wiil probably do more~ i
this," Bowling:1
said, taking a•,
hard drag from,
his cigarette. "I
think education.
is the best place
"·.
· t0 put money. ·,
. rn an effort to strengthen Keiii:
tucky's higher education, the re-. ,
tired Philip Morris executive donat- !
ed $1 million in the tobacco ;
company's stock to each of four
institutions in the state.
Th~ donation, which was announced at Midway College, will go
to the University of Kentucky,
University of Louisville, Berea College and Midway.
·
Each school received about
11,300 shares of stock.
·
Bowling, a Raduc.ili· native,

. · --

.

.

graduated from U of L in 1951 with.
a degree in business and also
attended .UK.
"I'm a· product of Kentucky
ed~cation," Bowling said, "so I'm
dehght·-~
t tart ·the process of
.. cu O s
putting something back into it."
Bowling • emphasized that he
and his wife, Ann, are co-donors.
Ann Bowling was unable to attend
the announcement
"W
II
.
e rea
. Y" come
Bo as a .. package
m everythmg,
wling said.
. Each of the schools will use the
stock in different ways:
■ UK will probably establish
an endowed professorship or chair
bearing Bowling's name.

. ..

."
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bel

~ said fu.e ~iiey mi~t
f ~ on_ ~chinit ~ Stu;;
den~-:mterna_t;ol)lilly., · .. · · . · .c\
. ■.:Mid_way:_\!President Robert:
Botlilii.sa!ftlie ~toclhyill·be use1r:
to fund__ ,tliree
__ -_ ,sclio_larships:for eacli\
class;:',¥lii~h'µiµJQ~fotfil 12 a· year,;

how.the_ m?ney ~ gomg to-be·~•l
but;most
__likely it.wt)! be acadenu-;
·caily.~-~ ~;~tdent Charles:
Wethmgton; _'This JS a tremendous
plus for .lJIC
■ UofL plans to~ the gift
R~p~1;jv,oui~},,l;le.;,¢l~/
in· i~. Coll~~ of. Busmess and.
Bowlmg Trustee Schjll~. aiI,<l_ be~
Public AdmmJStratton.
. ·,
awarded based- on ·need and per"We don'nierve our students-,
fonnance.
·
.· .
well if. wi. don't allow them to ·
Bowling has been donating in
tou~ thewprl~ in a.vf:Y perso~
some foi:m to all four _schools for
'way, . LoUIS'!'1lle fy,stdent Jo~n,1
more than 20 years. Whlie donation
Shumaker said. ''1;!ri!!:.!11°ney will1
records ~ confidential, 8?wli!'!l
help US to do .\!la!- .. ·• · :.: ,..,
has co!'tinually been heaVJ!y m■· ~t ~ Colleg_e,;tb,e P,_)~ney~
. "'.olved m Kentucky's higher educawill go:.!<5 "fi~g us into· the 2Jst~
tion.
.
.
cenrury •• · ~1dent tarry,! ~
Bowhng has been a trustee for
said.:'·. ••.·.. ,
.
.-·: :.'.~
30 years at Midway and Berea. He
''.We· W'dilfto see how we· cap;;
also has served on numerous ccmtum tliis gift into the gift of many;'.'.:1
mittees at UK and U of L.
he said. "We've had' initilil~diSCIISrJ
"He's dedicated and committed
siorJS~abouf the possibility - of '!111
to ... higher education across the
er_idowe_d chair iri,,an ru:e3
~!i
state," Wethington §.!ic!,.,.
give.us leverage.
, •.
-,~
.... -,,.:·
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·
.
_
· m order to more appropnatefy recognize donors for their levels of IP"!11g,
"It also enables us for the first t,me
to recognize the many coipOrations,
•
foundations, trusts, associations and
other organizations that have been
extremely supportive of the university, but who have received limited recognition
in the past,"
The Fellows
SocietyMobley
sets upadded.
four
new levels of giving, three of them
named after eartr. leaders of UK.
· T'
Donors contributing $50,000 in
cash, or a deferred gift of $250,000,
will be designated Henry Stites Barker
eW eve SO gIVlilg
Fellows, after UK's second president .
Those ~ g $250,000 in cash, or
among e C anges
$1.25 million.in deferred ltifts, will be
John Bryan Bowman Fellows. BowBy RICHARD WILSON
man was UK's founder and an early
5t aff Writer
~g11ation as James Kennedy PatLEXIN
terson Fellows will be reserved for
GTON,isKy.
- The University of Kentucky
realigning one of its
donors of $500,000 in cash or $2.5
~ajor run~•raising programs to promillion in deferred gifts. Patterson
VJde for different levels of giving.
was UK's first president.
Part of the plan calls for renaming
Donations of $1 million in cash or
the _UK Fellows Program the Fellows
$5 million in deferred compensation
Soc:iety. Membership in the 30-yearwill earn donors the designation of
old program has bl!l!n reserved for
Presidential Fellows.
The annual black-ti'e d1'nner for UK
peop1e w·ho have donated $10,000 or
more to U"'
· ·mception, 3,733
Fellows will be held ton1'ght ·1n Ruop
,n. s·mce 1ts
donors have become fellows with doArena. More than 700 people usually
nations and pledges totali~jl more
attend the dinner, which will honor
than Slll million. This designation
229 new fellows this year.
will be retained.
Total giving to the university for
Teny Mobley, UK's associaie vice
the 12 months ending last June 30, in•
president.of development, said yestereluding from the UK Fellows Proday that UK is revising the program
gram, exceeded $37 million - an alltime high.

tha\

Plan wi·11
recogmze
UK' donors
• ,.
support leiu:el

N

I

I

h
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~lieges lllffi engineering CMlpus plan deadline

'

BY ANGIE MUHS
•
! · HERALD LEADER EDUCATION WRITER
:
The· UniYersity of Kentucky
!and Murray State University have
~ not met a deadline imposed by the
!Council on Higher Education for
:coming up with a plan for a
:regional education center in Padu•cah.
.•

.

· The· council had asked the two
universities to submit a plan by
yesterday, for consideration at a
Monday meeting, said Gary Cox,
the council's executive director.
They did not finish, he said.
· "We probably ·haven't achiev~
a level of real. cooperation" in the
development of programs," Cox

said. "There obviouslv also are still
some differences in opinion about
the facilities."

"A solution wor\'t be on the
lable on Monday, and beyond that,
I don't know," Cox said.

The council had set the universities' deadline because it must
finalize higher education's budget
request at the meeting to meet a
Nov. 15 deadline.

The two universities, which
had been at odds over an engineering program in Paducah, started
negotiating how to provide joint
programs after the council in October rejected the idea of UK .and
Paducah Community College teaming up to offer engineering. Instead,
council members suggested, allthree schools should work to create
a regional education center.

N1SU
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_Council boosts college tuition
Also seeks increase
in money from state
By MICHAEL JENNINGS

Staff Writer

"

·

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kentucky
Council on Higher Education decided
yesterday to dip a little deeper into
the pockets of students and their parents, and it wants to dip a lot deeper
into the pockets of the state.
The council increased tuition for instate undergraduates by amounts
ranging from $10 per semester at
community colleges to $40 per semester at the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville. Those increases are 2 percent to 3.4 percent-in
each of the· next two academic years.
Graduate school rates for Kentucky
residents will go up $50 per semester
at U of L and UK, and $40 at other

universities.

NEW TUITION RATES
Chart shows tuition increases at state colleges and universities,
starting next fall. Charges are per semester except where noted.
Figures do not include activity and other fees charged by
.
individual schools.
1996

Rise

Undergraduates
$1,170
$40
UK, U of L
Other universities
870
30
Community colleges
500
10
Lexington Community College
810
0
Graduate students
$50
UK,UofL
$1,290
960
40
Others
Professional
schools
(annual
tuition)
.
.
.
Law
$4,440
$180
Medicine
8,250
160
Dentistry
6,400 .. 230

Rise

$1,200
900
510
810

$30
30

$1,320
990

$30
30

$4,620
8,400
6,630

$180
150
230

10

0

The steepest tuition increases will
come in professional programs 1»dt~O~islf~TE~f~%W_:_r1;J[t~f{)t\TI~fff~tf~~~~mz@~~~]:ti,f{J
$160 per semester for· medical stuit
.,.••~~.,,,}l{"J.%x>'}"."~',j',•Y>-j'/.~!<" c.-..
~--~~
~~ c:h-.,.=J;:
dents, $180 for law students and $230
Undergraduates
for dental students.
·The rates are set under a formula
$3,510
$120
$3,600
$90
UK,UofL
that translates tuition at "benchmark"
2,610
2,700
Other
universities
90
90
schools in other states into percent1,530
Community colleges
1,500
30
. ages of personal income. Kentuckians
30
are asked to pay a percentage of per2,430
Lexington Community College 2,430
0
0
sonal income that lies at the midpoint
Graduate students
of the range for benchmark schools.
The council also asked Gov.-elect
UK,UofL
$3,870
$150
$3,960
$90
Paul Patton for increases in higher2,880
120
2,970
Others
90
education funding of 8.4 percent (to
$765 million) in 1996-97 and 9.8 perProfessional schools (annual tuition)
cent (to $840 million) in 1997-98.
$12,040
$430 $12,460 $420
Law
Higher-education advocates have
Medicine.
19,420 1,110
20,530 1,110
lobbied for months for increases ·of 7
percent a year. Add-ons factored into
Dentistry
16,680
910
17,580 900
the request approved yesterday in- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
elude $6.3 million for paying off the
STAFF CHART BY MARC NORTON
debt on a new UK library and
To some, it has seemed that off$974,000 for U of L's new hospitalcampus centers were springing up
m.anagement contract.
CHECK OUT POSSIBLE
"without any rhY!"e or reason to
Heading the list of big construction
them,'' Fowler srud. The moratorium
items in tfie request is $126 million in
DISCOUNTS, WAIVERS
could slow proposals for a Madisonstate bonds for an Animal Science ReVI If a parent or spouse
ville Community College center 'in
search Center planned for UK in Ver·
works
for your chosen
Muhlenberg County. and a Somerset
sailles. Northern Kentucky University
school, either on the faculty
Community College center in Jameswants $35 million for a natural scior staff.
town, he said.
ence building, and U of L wants
VI If you are a dependent
The council voted to ask the Gener$14 million in state bonds for a new
al Assembly to allow state colleges to
of a deceased or disabled
.health science building.
opt' out of the Kentucky Health PurKentucky veteran, police
Rep. · Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
chasing Alliance, a pool of public and
chairman of the House education
officer or firefighter. Kentucky
budget subcommittee, called the
state-supported universities,
private workers that negotiates for infunding recommendation "a wish
surance premiums. Under current
community colleges and
list" tliat mar. bear scant relation to
law, all public agencies must belong,
vocational-training institutions
the. governor s funding request. But
can waive tuitio,n in such
·but some university officials contend
he . said higher-education advocates
that membership in the alliance
cases.
can make a strong case for a substanwould add to their insurance costs.
VI If you are in the military,
tial increase liecause -of the financial
The council extended for another
if you have a parent. who ·
pain colleges and universities have
year the current plan for prodding
graduated from the school, if
suffered in recent years.
universities and colleges to attract
your parents are unemployed
Council officials say that since
and retain more black students and
or if another member of your
1990, institutions have absorbed $85
faculty. The committee that oversees
family is attending the
million in budget cuts atop a $10 milthe plan asked that the five-year plan
school.
lion drop in annual basic funding,
now ending be retained until political
which now stands at $705 million.
and legal uncertainties about affirmaThe council also voted not to aptive action become clearer.
EKU President Hanly Funderburk
prove any new 0 extended~campus 11
The plan denies new academic prosaid• yesterday that his school was
centers until new guidelines for such
grams to schools that fall short of re"very close to solving all the hiring
off.campus offerings are approved
cruitment and retention goals unless
problems" but has trouble retaining
next summer. Larry Fowler, the counthey receive a temporlllj' waiver. The
black students despite tutoring and
cil's director. of special programs, said
standards make Eastern Kentucky
remedial work. He said that Eastern
the moratorium was prompted by
University and Elizabethtown and
could solve the problem by admitting
concern over costs and the need to
Henderson community colleges inelionly qualified students but . recruitkeep pace with advances in distancement standards. make that difficult.
gib\e for new programs in 1996.
learning technology.
"It's a situation where you have
mutually exclusive goals,'' he said.
,...,...,<,'(",,:,.'~,«,, ,-'l,g<~, ,<¼':,
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Public college
tuition rates
•
are gomg.
up,
but not much
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAW-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Students at
Kentucky's public colleges and universities will be seeing tuition increases of less than $100 next year
- some of the smallest in recent
memory.
The Council on Higher Education, with no
·
student protests,
yesterday
approved the new
1996-97 tuition
rates, none of
which raised tuition more than
3.6 percent.
The rates for
1997-98
show
similar or slightly lower increases.
Nationally,
tuition this year
rose an average of about 6 percent
Some Kentucky student leaders
yesterday praised the council's de-

THE COST OF EDUCATION
Here are the tuition rates for Kentucky's six regional universities,
the two schools that offer doctoral programs (University of Kentucky and University of Louisville), the community colleges and
Lexington Community College.
Rates for Kentucky undergraduates per semester:
Doctoral
Regional
CC
LCC
Current
$1,130
$840
$490
$810
1996-97
$1,170
$870
$500
$810
1997-98
$1,200
$900
$510
$810
Rates for Kentucky graduate students per semester:
Doctoral
Regional
Current
$1,240
$920
1996-97
$1 290
$960
1997-98
$1,320
$990
Out of state tuition for undergraduates per semester:
Doctoral
Regional
CC
LCC
Current
$3,390
$2,520
$1,470 $2,430
1996-97
$3,510
$2,610
$1,500 $2.430
1997-98
$3,600
$2,700
$1,530 $2,430
Out of state tuition for graduate students per semester:
Doctoral
Regional
Current
$3,720
$2,760
1996-97
$3 870
$2 880
1997-98
$3,960
$2,970

Joe Hoffman, the student body
president at Eastern Kentucky University, said he also was glad to
see that the council's funding proposal calls for the universities to
rely more on state funding and less
on tuition revenue.
"It was really good to see that
the council remembered the students, and that students' pockets
are shallower than other people's."

cision.
"A tuition increase that's lower
than the inflation rate seems fair,"
said Shea Chaney, the president of
University of Kentucky Student

Government Association. "That's
why it wasn't a hot issue this year.
It's hard to complain about that."
David Porter, the council's vice
chairman, said that the council'had
kept students' past complaints in
mind as it set the rates.
"We're all concerned about
keeping tuition affordable, especial-·
ly after the double-digit increases
we had for a while," said Porter,
chairman of the council's finance
committee.
At the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
resident undergraduate students
will pay $40 more a semester, or
3.5 percent more than the current
$1,130. Tuition the following year
will increase $30 a semester.
The six regional universities'
tuition will go up $30 a semester
both next year an:d 1997-98 from
the current $840.
Community college tuition except at Lexington Community
College - will go up $10 a semester to $500. It will increase to $510
a semester in 1997-98. That is the
lowest percentage increase since
1982, Porter said.
LCC tuition, which is $810 a
semester, will remain unchanged.
Rob Evans, the student representative to the council, said he
thought most students expected to
pay a little more every year.
"The question now is whether
the state is going to help fund
higher ed and do its part," said
Evans, a graduate student at Western Kentucky University. "But this
is basically an inflationary increase, and it's modest" ·
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Moratorium imposed on
extend-campus policy
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - The state's
colleges need to put the brakes on
any plans to offer classes or degree
programs at any new extendedcampus sites - at least for a few
months, the Council on Higher
Education said yesterday.
The council voted unanimously
to impose the moratorium until it
can finish a study of its extendedcampus policy, which probably
won't be done before July.
Council members said they
were prompted to study the policy
because of concerns that colleges
were spreading themselves too thin
in trying to offer courses off-campus.
Private colleges also have questioned such expansion, saying that
in some cases it has hurt them or
duplicated their programs.

"We all have some concerns/'
said council member Larry Hayes.
"The access issue is just one issue
on extended campuses."
Extended-campus
programs
range from a full-fledged center
where complete degree programs
. are offered, to a college offering one
class at a local high school.

Colleges have argued that such
offerings are needed to provide
access to higher education to as
many people as possible, especially
older students who can't attend
schools in distant cities.
A Herald-Leader report earlier
this year found that public colleges
offer at least one course in 90 of
Kentucky's 120 counties. The number of courses offered off-campus
has increased by 82 percent since
1988, according to Council on Higher Education figures.
Much of that expansion has
come from the community college
system, which· offered classes 38
counties in 1988 and 53 counties m
1994, according to the council.

!n

But the off-campus classes also
have been popular with students,
enrollment statistics show. About
8,500 people enrolled in a univ:e~ty-off-rampus class in 1994, and
22,299 took a community college
course that was offered offcampus.
University of Kentucky President Charles T. Wethington Jr. said
he didn't object to the council's
decision to impose the moratorium
or to study the issue.
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Education council Patton, legislators get
approves colleges' engineering turf flap
funding requests Paducah, Murray,
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Higher education is heading into
the next legislative session with a long wish list and a
healthy dose of optimism.
The Council on Higher Education yesterday approved its funding requests for the next two years,
calling for a $764 million budget in 1996-97 and a
$839.5 million budget in 1997-98.
Those figures represent an 8.4 percent increase the
first year, and a 9.3 percent increase the second year.
Higher education now gets about $705 million from
the state.
In addition, the council approved asking for about

$216 million worth of construction projects, new
equipment and maintenance work. It also will seek to
sell bonds to support an additional $35 million pool for
other projects.
And even that, one citizen's group said, would not
be enough.
"That's not going to put Kentucky up at the top of
the list by any means," said Jim Wiseman of the
Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education. "It only
puts it up to the average."
Yesterday's action was the first step in a long
process that will end with the 1996 General Assembly
and the governor deciding how much to budget for
higher .education.
Council• members said that the council's new
approach which considers what other states'
universities actually get, instead of what they ask for
- will lend it credibility when it goes to the General
Assembly.
"I believe this request is a reasonable and rational
approach to funding higher education," said council
member David Porter, chairman of its finance commit:
tee.
.
State Rep. Joe Barrows, the chairman of the
education subcommittee of the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. said he also thought· the council
was taking a more realistic approach.
·
"When they talked about it in the past, it usually
had little relevance to reality," said Barrows, DVersailles. "This is a very defensible budget request"
Gov.-elect Paul Patton said during the campaign
that he would make sure that higher education's
purchasing power wouldn't be cut. But he consistently
refused to promise any specific funding levels he
would support.
The council's model calls for some of the universities' funding increases to be linked to how well they
perform on certain measures - a provision that won
praise from Barrows and from Wiseman and C.
Howard Gray, chairman of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.
Only about one-fourth of any increase will be
linked to performance, though.
Gray told council members that he hoped they
would move to make the percentage linked to business
even higher. That would improve higher education's
image with the public and business, he said.
"Why keep throwing money at something just
because we've always done it that way," Gray said,

UK lack compromise
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.-elect
Paul Patton and the 1996 General Assembly will have to decide if ne.w ~versity programs should be started m
the Paducah area and, if so, how
much state money they will get.
That's the upshot of yesterday's action by the state Council on Higher
Education in what has become one of
the most contentious university turf
battles of recent years.
The council has been pressuring
the University of Kentucky, UK's
Paducah Community College and
Murray State University to end a
months-long feud and work out an
agreement to begin engineering and
other academic programs in Paducah.
The squabble stems from a proposal by UK and the community college
to operate a joint engineering program in Paducah. Murray strongly
opposed the plan, contending that it
was the first step toward a rival fouryear university in the Jackson Purchase region of Western Kentucky.
Last month the council rejected the
proposal and ordered the . three
schools to work out a compromise for
.broader offerings in the area through
a regional educational center.
But no such agreement has been
reached. So yesterday the council
unanimously adopted guidelines for
Patton and lawmakers to use if
they're interested in providing any
money for such programs during the
next two years.
"If the General Assembly decides
to get into (the issue), I personally
want it to know that these are the
principles and framework that should
apply," said Council Chairman James
Miller of Owensboro.
Another member, Larry Hayes of
Louisville, said some may argue that
the council "ducked" the issue by
handing it to the legislature. But he
said the agency bad no legal authority
to impose a compromise.
"If we could, we would impose this
solution," Hayes said,
The council's action came as it approved university spending proposals
for the next two years and forwarded
them to the i:ovemor's office.
The guidelmes on the Paducah-area
programs include a stipulation that
professors at both Murray and the
community college would teach some
courses offered in any under!l"aduate
mechanical and chemical engmeering
programs. But degrees would r be
granted by UK, whose accreditation
must cover all offerings.
Under those conditions, Murray
might teach up to half of the juniorand senior-year courses, with' the balance taught by UK.

The guidelines go beyond engineering programs. They. urge the schools,
as well as a locally appointed advisory
panel to determine other academic
need; that the three institutions can
fill cooperatively. They also call for
Murray to have access to the PCCowned Crisp Center for its current and
new course offerings in Paducah.
Compliance with the guidelines
could lead to an appropriation of
about $1.5 million for the new programs during the next two years .. The
council also signed off on add1tio~al
maintenance money for an $8 million
community college facility that Paducah leaders have raised funds to
build as well as on any needed renovation for the Crisp Center.
After the council acted yesterda)',
PCC President Len O'Hara said
"we're now in the game where it's
very possible this will happen. Without (the council's action), I think the
legislature would have been reluctant
to interfere in higher education's
business."
UK President Charles Wethington
said this was "a beginning poirt ''.
The council he said, took action
"within which the institutions can
work, if in fact there is to be an appropriation.11
Murray President Kem Alexan~er
said his school would cooperate with
UK and PCC, but he contended the
engineering proposal is "the most expensive option that could have been
propos~d to s~/ve a very modest need
for engmeers.
.
A recent consultant's study estimated that 25 to 30 en!lh'leers will be
needed in the area auring the next
few years.
A cheaper solution, Alexander said,
would be for students to take their
first two years at PCC, a third year at
Murray and their final one either at
UK or the University of Louisville.
Two lawmakers expected to play
pivotal roles in any funding of the
Paducah programs reserved judgment
on yesterday's action.
"I don't know that it necessarily
gives us a solution. It may give us
something to put in budgetary language; said Rep. Joe Barrows, the
Versailles Democrat who heads. the
House budget review subcommittee
on education. Barrows, who attended
the meeting; said lawmakers would
have been happier if the council already had in place a policy to resolve
such issues.
· · .: ·
Rep. Hany Moberly, D-Richmond,
who heads the House budget committee said he "can't agree or disagree
with 'what was done without seeing
the· guidelines." But he too said lawmakers would· have preferred a .specific solution.
"Higher education itself should
have settled something before now,"
Moberly said. "It ought not be a situation where you have to have a last. minute fix."
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Colleges to team up on establishing regional education center
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT Since the
University of Kentucky and Murray State University couldn't agree
im how to offer classes in Paducah,
the Council on Higher Education
decided to do it for them.
The council yesterday endorsed
a compromise plan, written by four
of its me/llbers, that laid out guidelines for how UK, Murray and
Paducah Community College could
team up to set up a regional
education center that would offer
bachelor's degrees in Paducah.
. The center would almost certainly offer engineering courses,
but on a smaller scale than a UKPCC plan that the council rejected
in October.
"Neither is happy about it, and
we didn't expect they would be,"
said council chairman Jim Miller,
who helped write the guidelines.
"Malcolm X said you can't legislate
good will. But there's going to have
to be some good will for these
guidelines to happen."
Miller said emphatically that he
considered the cc1tmcil's proposal to
be its final word on the Paducah
matter, which had bitterly divided
the two communities and forced a
legislative stalemate that lawmak·ers said threatened other higher
education projects.
Gov.-elect Paul Patton or members of the General Assembly may
take up the issue when they tackle
higher education's funding requests. But Miller said he didn't
think the council had the authority
to do anything beyond offer guidelines for any proposals for a Paduq1h education center.

(

"We have no legislative authority to impose a compromise," he

said.
Patton has said that he thinks
any engineering classes should be
in Paducah, but has also said that
he wanted to see both UK and
Murray involved.
Council member Larry Hayes
said legislators could easily see the
council's views. "This is the solution we would impose if we could,"
he said. "This is what makes most
sense."

But council member Rob Evans
questioned whether the group
would anger lawmakers who had
said they didn't want the problem
to end up back in their laps.
"We may not be here next year,
if.· we don't resolve this," said
Evans, the student representative
to the council.
' The council's guidelines say
that Murray should be required to
expand the courses that it already
offers in Paducah, and that UK and
the community college should let
Murrny use the Crisp Center. a
community college-owned building.

If Paducah goes ahead with
plans for a building that townspeople raised $8 million for, then it
should set aside space in that
facility for Murray-offered courses,
too, the council's proposal suggests.
The proposal says that the
schools could offer engineering
courses, but warns that they
should be "limited to modest UK
College of Engineering extended
campus programs." Murray also
should offer at least half of any
upper-division course work, the
plan adds.
The proposal calls for UK and
Murray to each receive · roughly
$100,000 in the 1996-97 school year
for UK to evaluate educational
· needs in the region and for Murray
to expand its offerings.
The plans also suggests providing about $800,000 for the center in
1997-98 if the two schools can work
out a deal.
Murray State President Kem
Alexander criticized the council's
proposal, saying that members had
chosen the most expensive option.

"I think this erodes the faith
taxpayers would have in our system," he said.

But Alexander said he was
pleased that the council wanted to
find a permanent site for Murray's
extended-campus center, the only
one of its kind in the state that
doesn't have a permanent home.
UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. said UK accepted the

decision.
"The best part of the proposed
solution is that the Council took
action to establish a framework
and give some guidance to the
governor and general Assembly,"
he said. "I don't want to dwell on
negatives.

11

Len O'Hara, the president of
Paducah Community College, said
the council's _action "is going to

make us go to the table and
develop something."
"I regard it as a win for tbe
people of Western Kentucky," he
said.
Hayes agreed that the only
winners were the people who might
take classes in Paducah.
"I don't hear any institution
accepting the mantle of victory," he
said.
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No drugs found during room .search at WKU
SOUTH-CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

BOWLING GREEN - Following up on a drug search at Western
Kentucky University dormitories,
campus police asked students for
permission to search inside four
rooms that drng-sniffing dogs had
indicated might contain drugs.
All the students consented to
the searches, Capt. Richard Kirby,
who heads the investigations division, said yesterday. Police did not
find drugs in any of the rooms.

thought to be the first random
sweep for drugs at a state-supported university. The search was lim'.
ited to the common areas of the
dorms.
Although no student rooms
were searched, police could bave
sought search warrants based on a
drug dog's reaction outside a room.

Kirby said yesterday it didn't
come to that Police just asked the
students at the four questionable
.rooms whether they .could come
Friday morninif:~ search wcls "inside, and t,1~ students agreed.

"We were invited into each
room when we told them why were
there," Kirby said.
There were no arrests and apparently no drugs found. in the
search, Kirby said. Police did obtain a plastic bag filled with a
white powder that someone tossed
out a dorm window. Kirby said
preliminary tests did not show the
powder to be any kind of drug.
But WKU police said they did
not expect to find much.
"It was more of a pro-active

situation ·instead of waiting until
after something happened," Kirby
said.
.
7

Student reaction to the sweep
has b.een mixed, said Dennis Varney, editor of-the campus newspaper, the College Heights Herald.
Many students are tired of drug
use and supported the measure.
Others questioned whether students' rights were violated or complained about the dogs' barking, he
said. .

Many
students are
tired of drug
use and
supported,
the measure.
Others ·
ques~ioned
whether
students'
rights were
violated.
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State council hikes college
.t uition rates for next 2 years
By MARK R. CHEU.GREN
THE A SSOCIATED PRESS

Approved fees

Kentucky University and
FRANKFORT - The cost of ·
Tuition rates approved by
Kentucky State University.
higher education is going up
the Council on Higher
Community colleges are the
in Kentucky. The Council on
Education.
UK system. The rates are for
Higher Education wants the
Doctoral institutions are the
full-time, undergraduate
students to pay some of it and
University of Kentucky and the
Kentucky residents per
taxpayers to pay a lot.
University of Louisville. Masters semester.
Tuition increases were apinstitutions are Eastern
proved Monday by the council
Kentucky University, Western
Year Dr. Master CmCol
of $10 to $40 per semester in
Kentucky
University,
Murray
1996-$1,130 $680 $490
the 1996-97 school year and $10
State University, Morehead
1997-$1,170 $870 $500
to $30 in the following year.
State
University,-Northem
1998-$1,200
$900 $510
The increases are the smallest, in percentage terms, since
1983, in some cases. The rates
General Fund budget of $764
going to make it less affordare the median from a calculamillion in the 1996-97 fiscal
able," said University of Louistion of tuition charged at com- . ville junior Jason Kupski, a
year and $839 million in fiscal
parable institutions elsewhere.
1998. Those would be increases
full-time manager at a fastThey would raise about $10
of 8.4 percent the first year
food restaurant.
million for the institutions.
and 9.8 percent the second:
Graduate student Constance
The increases will mean
The current year appropriaMonroe, who works 20 hours a
Kentucky residents at Ashland
tion is $705 million.
week, said "raising the tuition
Community College will pay
The council's request for
is a frustrating idea because I
$10 per semester more next
know my salary isn't increasfunding is the first step in a
year and $20 more in 1997-98.
ing to keep up with tuition."
long process that will end with
Tuition at Moreh ead State
For fuil-iime undergraduate
the 1996 General Assembly.
University will go from $840 to
students from Kentucky, the
Gov.-elect Paul Patton has
$870 next year a nd to $900 in
rates will go from $1,130 per
pledged only that his recom1997-98 for in-state students.
semester this year at UK and
mendation for higher educaStudents at the two schools
Louisville to $1,170 next year
tion funding would keep up
took the increases in stride.
and $1,200 the following year.
with inflation.
Rates were also set for all
T h e c o u n c i 1 r e c o mA $10 increase "just means
other categories of students.
mendations include very modI'll have to pay more if I go to
The institutions must charge
est efforts to base some tax
school here, but this is not as
the rates established by the
funding on the performance of
bad as come other colleges
council, but can impose manthe institutions in things like
have had," said Linda Payne,
datory fees fn addition to tugraduation rates and use of
39, of Westwood, a freshman
ition. The fees will generally
physical facilities. About onestudying office administration
not be set until this spring,
fourth of the additional apat ACC.
but ranged from $90 to $167
propriation would be awarded
Kimberly Womack, 20, of
per semester for this school
based on performance. '
Greenup, a sophomore at ACC,
year.
said her family was moving to
The council is asking for a
the Pittsburgh area and she
GEORGE WOLFFORD,
will have to transfer to some
Independent senior news writer,
university in Northern Ohio,
contributed infonnation to this
which will cost her a lot more
story.
than ACC this year.
Moses Manjengwa, a junior
from Zambia studying marketing at MSU, hadn't heard of
the $30 boost.
" It' ll cause me financial
problems, but I'll stay," he
said. "I only have a year and a
half to go."
Dale Williams, 37, of Carter
City, another MSU student,
said of the increase: "There's
nothin~ I can do about. it, just
pay it. I won't do anything different."
But students elsewhere
around the state criticized the
increases.
"I think canceling some of
the classes would be better
than raising tuitions. If they
keep raising tuition, it's just
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CAMPUS NOTEBOOK
Hi

Cheerleaders going to nationals
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
AND LEON STAFFORD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITERS

will compete for the ninth year.'
The all-female squad makes its
second appearance at the meet
after finishing in second place last
year.

Treece,
a
junior in music
education from
Morristown,
Tenn., has been
the student copductor
and
principal soloist
for the· Berea
College Black
Treece
Music Ensemble for the last two years.
Red Foley was a country music
· star who attended the old Berea
Academy.

orehead State University's
co-ed varsity cheerleaders
and ·the all-female cheer
squad has advanced to January's UNION
National College Cheerleading
Julie Rader of Cleves, Ohio, and
Championships in Orlando.
Jessica Terry of Prospect were
The co-ed squad will defend its crowned Union· College HomecomDivision I title at the competition, ing queen and prince$ respectiveJan. 5-8. at MGM Studios. The ly.
·•
squad, which won the title in
Rader, a health and physical
1988, 1992, 1993, 1994 and-i.995, education major, is a captain on
the school's soccer team. She
TH~QQURIER-JOURNAL •
hop~s to coach soccer after colWEDNESDA~,JJOVEMBEFl !~1995
lege. She is the daughter of Sonny · GEORGETOWN
Georgetown College junior
and Sherry Rader.
·
Rebecca
Gander has won the LexTerry, a sophomore in environmental science, worked at Yellow- mark Co-op program's Excellence
stone National Park ·over the Award for Technical · Support,
summer because of her interest in which is based on professionalthe environment. She is a· member ism, customer satisfaction, leaderof the school's recycling club and ship and productivity. The
student government association company \ias more than 100 co-op
and wants to be a mountain res- students, eight of whom received
cue worker. Her parents are · this distinction.
Gander, who is majoring in
William Terry and Donna
,,.
math and Spanish with a minor in
O'Bryan.
computer science, worked at Lexmark for two semesters and two
BEREA
summers. She was one of the origKimberly Sue Treece has inal four students selected for parreceived this year's Foley Memori- ticipation in the program when it
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
•
al Music Award, which recognizes was established by Georgetown
Berea College students for their College and Lexmark in 1993.
University of Loulsvllle President
musical contributions to the camGander has a trustees scholarJohn Shumaker is to receive an honpus
community
and
is
intended
to
ship
to Georgetown and a 4.0
orBIY degree in Poland today for helpgive the recipient an opportunity grade-point average. She is a
ing Poles make the transition from
to advance in a professional music member of Campus Crusade for
communism to a market economy.
career.
Shumaker is being honored for a
Christ
program he launched as head of Cen-,
In. the program launched by Shu,
tral Connecticut State University,
Among those trained in the princiwhich since 1991 has helped provide maker and funded by the U.S. Agency
ples of free-market economics are
for
International
Development
and
training in market economics at the
1,400 Solidarity trade union leaders
Technical University of Wroclaw in private sources, Central Connecticut
and 125 high school teachers, she
. Wroclaw, Poland. Shumaker was has sent nearly 60 professors and
said.
··
president of Central Connecticut, in business professionals to Poland,
This
week,
Central Connecticut and
Ne\v Britain, for· eight years before Fitzpatrick said. She said they helped
the Technical University of Wroclaw
set up ·democratic Poland's first
taking over at, U of L last summer.
will open Poland's only manaiiement. Shumaker will receive an "honoris schools of modem business managetraining center, Fitzpatrick said. It is
causa" degree at a ceremony that-Pol- ment and business communication at
funded by the Agency for Intemationish leader Lech Walesa is expected to the Wroclaw school, which she called
'al Development and is one· of four
attend, said U of L spokeswoman Poland's top technical university.
centers with a similar mission in eastDenise Fitzpatrick. Shumaker could
ern· and central Europe.
not be reached yesterday at his hotel
in Wroclaw, a city of 700,000 in
southwestern Poland.
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University
·in Poland
is honoring~U of·L chiefFor role'in:prograh{
on market economy

·Size of UK mystery gift revealed:
business school,given $14 millioQ
•

RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
,
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The mystery
surrounding the size of the largest
gift ever received by the University of ,
Kentucky from a single donor is no
longer a mystery.
It is $14 million.
When UK announced in June that it
had received a large gift from alum-.
nus C. M. "Bill" Gatton; a Muhlenberg County native and Bristol, Tenn.,
businessman, the school honored
Gatton's request to keep secret the
amount he was giving to the College
of Business. and Economics.
. But last Friday, at a luncheon of
UK's Development Council, President
By

•

other UK officials have said that UK
will name the business· school and the
building that houses it for Gatton.
UK Trustee Chairman Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt yesterday called it
premature to comment on such plans.
But Breathitt, also a business school
alumnus, said Gatton's generosity
would improve the quality arid image
of the school. .
. "We have a fine business school
now, but this is going to cany it to
another level," Breathitt said.
Wethington said.Gatton had agreed
to let hinJ announce the size of his
gift. Gatton· could not be reached for
comment yesterday.
·
The school has hired a consultant
to help develop a long-range plan for
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of. the business school said I
general, the money will be investE
for endowed professorships and e,
dowed chair holders, and used fc
scholarships and staff an~ faculty d,
velopment, Furst said.
He doesn't know· how many ne·
teachers will be sought for endowe
positions. But, Furst said, · nation,
searches are underway for appointet
for chairs in leadership and manufa,
turing systems.
Gatton, a Bristol auto dealer wh
also has dealerships in Alabama an
Texas, graduated from UK's busines
school in 1954 and earned a master
degree in banking and financ;e fro1
the University of Pennsylvania i
1958. He has banking interests i
Bowling Green, Owensboro, Hopkin
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Patton naines budget director
Ramsey a veteran
0f State government
By ROBERT T. GARRETT
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Faced with
many uncertainties about federal
budget cuts, but the certainty that his
campaign promises will devour most
of the state's surplus, Gov.-elect PauJ
Patton yesterday drafted James Ramsey, a public-finance veteran to help
him write the state's budget for the
next two years.
To assemble such a budget " will
be a Herculean task" that requires
top-notch talent, Patton said, adding:
"Jim Ramsey. is the best." ·
Ramsey, vice president for finance
and administration at Western Kentucky University, said he will be "on
1091'." while serving as Patton's budget duector through the regular legislative session that begins in January.
''We'll talk to him later about staying longer," Patton said.
·
But Ramsey, 47, who served in
state government for 11 years before
moving to Bowling Green three years
ago, reportedly has told friends in recent days that he is reluctant to take
a permanent job in the Patton administration because he likes his job
and his family doesn't want to move.
Patton, who on Tuesday announced BellSouth executive Margaret Greene will take a leave from the
phone company for at least a year to
be his Cabinet secretary, said he
doesn't think the short-term commitments of Greene and Ramsey will
cause any discontinuity in his administration's work.
During his campaign for governor,
Patton pledged to deliver about $250
million in tax cuts and spend an ad~tional $4-0 million on juvenile justice.
Some of the tax cuts - on private
pensions and inheritances - already
have been enacted and are taking effect gradually.
But Patton also vowed to move, at
least_gradually, toward repealing the
provtder tax on doctors ($42 million
a year); reducing the income tax for
people who don't itemize deductions
($40 million a year); reducing the
property tax on cars ($20 million);
returning more severance-tax money
to coal counties ($45 million); and
awarding worker-retraining tax credits to companies now doing business
in the state ($10 million).
Patton also has promised to keep
public schools, state universities and
state employees' salaries apace with
inflation.
The Republican-controlled Congress is seeking to limit future federal spending on social-welfare programs that affect 532.718 Kentuckians whose health-care costs are now
covered by Medicaid and 183,668
state residents who benefit from the
Aid to Families with Dependent Children program.
Patton said he would not let Ramsey's employment by one of the
state's universiriPs ~kt>w a fair distribution of state money to institutions
of higher education.

.
.
Ramsey said he thJnks Patton ~
be a very acnve governor who "will
understand the budget."
Ramsey has seen four governors
from close range.
Then-Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. reC11Jited him from the _business school
~t Loyola Uruvers1ty m New Orleans
m 1981 to be the first director of a
~ew office for managing the -state's
mvestments and bond issues.
In 1988. then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson made him the state's chief revenue forecaster,
a n add itional
duty he performed through
the first 1 Ill years
of Gov. Brereton
Jones' tenure.
In the administrations of Wtlk-

mson and Gov.
Martha Lay ne
Collins Ramse
~ e u'.nder scrJ_
tiny because of
his role in helping select bond underwriters and lawyers.
When WLlki.nson was governor, key
legislators criticized the fact that a
Georgia law firm closely tied to thenFinance Secretary L Rogers Wells Jr.
was hired as counsel by underwriters
in most bond issues.
During the 1993 extortion trial of
Collins' hus band, Dr. Bill Collins,
Ramsey testified for five hours but denied any impropriety in his role as top
administrator of the state's bond issues.
"I am outraged and deeply resent
anyone's claim that I was a conduit
for outside influence," Ramsey told
reporters after.vard.
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WKU vice president to be
Patton's budget director
BY JAMIE LUCKE
HERALD l.£.AOER POUTICAL WRITER

rn \\KFOl<T - Gov.-t>iect Pau l Patton yesterday
tappt.'d \\~tern Kentucky L'niversny·s James Ramsey, a
vett:'r.tn of ,tale government. to be his budget director.
i{amsey, \h~tern's vice pre:;ident for finance and
admm1stra11un. 1s commnted to serving through the
lt:spsb11ve -:e--.-.,on that bel{lns in January, Patton said.
"\Ve'II ta!k lO h,m l..iter about s taying longer."
Parton ..;,11d Ram-..('y is on loan from Western. but
that w1Jn·: lTt':ttr any favoriti ·m as the state divides
muney .:imoni the universities. That's because Patton
will 1k m:-iking the decisions. "Let me say, I'll be
deveiopmg policy," Patton said. "Jim will prcl\'ide me
the infonna11on."
Ram:,e,>\', 17. ..aid he was k.>okmg forward to serving
in the l'athm ,1dmmistrn t1on because Patton "unders tands the hudget 1s the most import.ant policy document in
,;tate government He will be ac111·ely involved m the budget and
the budget process. He will understand the budget and state government. It is exciting for me to work
with an individual who will take
that active role in the budget proc~s."
Ramsey joined state government in 1981 arid held positions in
fin,1nce and administration, includmg chief state economist.
His role in award ing state bond
is.--ues came under scrutiny du.ring
1he extonion trial of Dr. Bill Collins. the husband of fonner Gov.
.\1anha Layne Collins. Bill Collins
was convicted and is in federal
prison.
Ramsey was never charged
w1th any wrongdoing. He testified
that one of the companies that
tn\ ested money with Bill Collins
and also received state bond busi11l ~
new Ramsey. his wife and

James R.
Ramsey
Birth

date:

~ov. 14.

IS-18

Education: Bachelor of
science degTee in business
administration. Western Kentucky University, 1970; master's degTee in economics.
University of Kentucky, 1972;
doctorate in economics, UK,
1974
Professional experience: Assistant professor of
economics. Middle Tennessee
State Universitv. 1975-n: assistant profes.50f, associate
dean and director of public '
administration. Loyola L'niversity, New Orleans, 197881; st.ate government posts,
including executive direc.1or
of Kentucky Infrastructure
Authority, Office for Invest•
ment and Debt Management
and Office of Financial Management and &"Onomic Analysis, chief state e<'Onomist
head of Office of Revenue
Estimating an<l Economic
Analysis, 198i -92; vice president finance and administration, Western Kentucky University, 1992-present

daughter to Columbus. Ohio. on a
private jet so he could work with
company officials on the bond proje<1. Among the expenses picked
up by the compar.y were a round of
golf for Ramsey and a trip to the
1.00 ior his 1\ ife and da ughter.
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• three-way tangle·
Itts time to clarify who's in charge of higher education

'
T
~

.

he state Council on Higher
Now a technical question of higher
Education made what it could
education will be plunged Into the
this week of the complicated
· cauldron of a leglslatlve session.
and needless tri-cornered dispute
We can hardly concoct a situation
between the· University of Kenthat would produce a worse
tucky, Paducah Community Colsolution.
lege and Murray State University.
What came out of the council's
Assembly.
meeting, however, was as satisfying as a pancake supper. There
· Nothing in this story is worth
was plenty to chew on, but the
· liking. To start, there is no evimeal lacked nutrition.
dence that there is a demand in
.And what remains unresolved · -Westem Kentucky for a great munis a major question of education in ber of university-trained, degreebearing engineers. The Paducah
this fragmented, feuding state:
How can the territorial universities plan would spend millions of dollars to train a handful of engineers,
and community colleges be forced
most
of whom probably can't find
to cooperate to deliver the lowestjobs· in the Purchase - or, more
cost, highest-quality education?
To just name the major moving likely, can get better money elseparts of this archetypical Kentucky where.
The universities in this state
.conflict takes patience. You have
the citizens of Paducah, who raised can't work together. They battle to
$8.5 million to build an engineering save or expand their domains
building on the Paducah Communi- while issues of quality and efficiency are ignored.
ty College campus. The University
of Kentucky agreed to provide inAnd when they do fight, the
struction for an engineering degree. Council on Higher Education is
And Murray State University arincapable of settling the dispute.
gues that if an engineering proWe're not sure whether there is a
gram is offered in the Purchase,
lack of statutory authority or a
some of those classes should be
lack of courage, but the council has
offered by MSU.
countenanced fratricide within the
university community.
It's been a feud in three dimensions. Although they live only 40
Meanwhile, the state's 14 commiles apart, the people of Paducah
munity colleges are left without
and Murrdy have fought over evfavor or strong advocates. The colerything but the seasons. Murray
leges are tucked within the UK
State also feared UK was invading
system and separated from what
its sovereign .territory. Then Mur,
should be.their. natural allies.- the .
ray said it would align itself with
state's technical schools. Kentucky
the University of Louisville. A govcan barely afford ,one system of
ernor was draY.11 into the fight,
non-university higher education,
but it has two.
then legislators, then a gubernatorial candidate. Pretty soon, the
Finally, when this grab bag of
fight had more sides than an egg
problems yields a crisis, as it has
carton.
·
with the Paducah controversy, the
system breaks down. Now a techniThe Council on Higher .Educacal question of higher education
ti2n started to find some order in
will be plunged into the cauldron
this chaos. It commissioned a
of
a legislative session. We can
stddy that found little real need for
1
hardly
concoct a situation that
an engineering program. This fall,
would produce· a worse solution.
the council told Paducah and l.JK
that their joint plan - which ex• The real trouble, however, is
cluded Murray State - would not
that no one change will fJX this
be approved.
system. There is no quick and easy
The council, however. didn't set- s0lution. Dissatisfied with the meager money for higher education
tle the matter. This week it estaband the haphazard way the system
lished "guidelines" for how the
is governed, House Speaker Jody
Purchase dispute should be settled.
Richards formed a task force in
In essence, the council told MSU
and UK to cooperate.
June to study these issues. His
instincts were right on.
Claiming it didn't have the legal
authority to force an agreement
The time is here for the council,
the
legislature and the governorbetween MSU and UK, however,
elect to sit down in a room together
the council booted the dispute to
and make clear who is responsible
Gov.-elect Paul Patton and the Kenfor what. As people like to say
tucky legislature. The issue, the
about education. it's time to get
council said, can be decided only
back to the basics.
by Patton and the 1996 General
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UK's,mystery:
gift is;
revealed
Business
school gets
$14 million
. LEXINGTON (AP)
Last June, the University
of Kentucky said it · had
received. the largest gift
ever from a businessman
from Bristol, Tenn., but
the amount was kept secret.
· ·Now that secret has
been revealed. UK President Charles Wethington
said C.M. "Bill" Gatton .
gave the school $14 million.
The school honored
Gatton's request to keep
secret the amount he was·
giving to the College of
Business and Economics.
Wethington and' other
UK officials have said UK
will name the business
school and the building
that houses it for Gatton.
Wethington disclosed
the figure at a luncheon
of UK's Development
Council last Friday in .
Gatton's presence.
Gatton, a Bristol auto
dealer who also has deal•
erships in Alabama and
Texas, graduated from
UK's business school in
1954 and· earned a master's· degree• in- bankingand finance from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1958. He has banking interests in Bowling
Green, Owensboro, Hopkinsville, Russellville
and,Glasgow.
UK board of trustees
Chairman Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt said
Tuesday that speculation
about naming the business school after Gatton
was premature. But
Breathitt, also a business
school alumnus, said Gatton 's generosity would
improve the quality and
image of the school.
"We have a fine business school now, but this
is going to carry it to another level," Breathitt
said.
Wethington said Gatton had agreed to let him
announce the size of his .
gift.'

Wed~esday, November 15, 1995
The school has hired a
used for scholarships and
consultant to help destaff and faculty develop,
velop a long-range plan
ment, Furst said.
for using the money,
He doesn't know ho_w
which will be donated·
many new teachers· will.
over several years, Dean
be ~o!lght for endowed
Richard Furst of the
pos1t1ons. But, Furst
business school said. In
said, national searches
general, the money will
are under way for ap,
be invested for endowed
pointees for chairs in
professorships and enleadership and. manufacdowed chair holders, and
turing systems.
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A coininitnient
Building will help Shawnee State
University excel in the creative arts
The new $16.2 million Cen- the center includes a
ter for the Arts at Shawnee theater/concert hall with a
State University is more Broadway-type stage, state-ofthan just a building. It is a the-art acoustics, a 30-ton orcommitment by the Ports- chestra shell, and seating for
mouth university to build a 1,136. The theater also can be
first-rate academic program; divided in half for smaller
in the arts.
productions. The center also
Of course, a building alone includes a 2,500-square-foot
does not make an outstand- "black box" studio theater
ing arts program, but the fa- that can be used for rehearscilities offered in the new als, classes and a small thebuilding are the type .that _ater.
Will help attract outstanding
The university has
faculty and top students to launched an effort to recruit
the downtown Portsmouth an outstanding faculty for
campus.
the arts, reportedly offering
The building includes sepa- top salaries for the right peorate studio .areas. for ceram- ple. The center and a top facics, photography art education, drawing/studio founda- ulty will, in turn, help lure
tions, communications arts, talented students.
The university is commitelectron-ic •communications.
ted
to excellence in the arts, ·
arts, painting, life studies,
screen printing/textile de- Not only is that good news
sign, lithography, intaglio for talented artists and acand sculpture. In other tors hoping to receive excelwords, just about all on.e can lent training close to home,
imagine in the way of visual but the Center for the Arts
arts. Add to this a 2,100- should enhance the cultural
square-foot gallery for stu- life of this area by providing
another place for good· plays
dent and traveling exhibits.
For the performing arts, and outstanding art exhibits.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ Thursday, November 16, 1995

Uof L chief receives degree In Poland:
University of Louisville President John Shumaker
received_ an honorary degree in Poland yesterday
for helpmg Poles make the transition from ,:ommunism to a market economy. Shumaker is being
honored for a program he launched as head.of
Central Connecticut State University, which since
1991_ has helped provide training in market econonucs at the Technical University of Wroclaw in
Wroclaw, Poland. Shumaker was president of
Central Connecticut, in New Britain, for eight
years before taking over at U of L last summer.
Shumaker r~ceived an "honoris causa" degree at
a ceremony m Wroclaw, a city of 700,000 in
southwestern Poland.
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Eagles' OVC finale sad but fitting
as they bow. out against rival EKU
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

When Morehead State's Steve
Hamilton meets with fellow Ohio
Valley Conference athletic directors
a!1d the talk turns to football, he is
silent.
When MSU administrator Mike
Mincey recalls some great Morehead-Eastern Kentucky games of
the past, he is nostalgic and pensive.
When Eastern's remarkably
successful coach Roy Kidd reflects
on the EKU-MSU rivalry, he is
thankful for the school that gave
him his first college coaching job
- Morehead.
The rivalry that began in the
1920s ('24, says Eastern; '27, says
Morehead) ends Saturday - even
though Matt Ballard, Morehead's
current coach, thinks the teams will
play again sometime.
But it will not be the same. If
Eastern and Morehead play football again it will not be an OVC
game even though the schools were
charter members when the league
formed in 1948.
Because of an athletic budget
deficit, Morehead decided in 1994
to eliminate football scholarships.
Last summer, the school was given
permission to leave the OVC in that
sport and become an NCAA Division I-AA independent in 1996.
Next fall, the Eagles will honor
about 30 scholarships to-,_current
players but will award need-based
grants only. They will play three
Pioneer League schools (Dayton,
Valparaiso, Evansville), two Kentucky schools (Westem and Wesleyan), Charleston Southern and
Wofford. Hamilton is seeking two
or three more games.
But only one game matters now
- the last OVC game, against
Eastern no less.
"It's a little bit of a bitter
situation," said MSU's Scott Marsh
a junior linebacker from Ashland'.
"Throughout the years of I-AA ·
I've thought of the OVC and th;
Southern as the premier conferences. You can't help but be sad
, leaving the OVC."

Morehead St. at Eastern

Ky.
· ■ -Time:

1:30 p.m.

Morehead 2-7 (1-6
0VC); Eastern 8 -2 (6-1)
■ Serles: Eastern says it leads 4 7 16-4; Morehead says EKU leads
■ Records:

45-16 -4.
■
■

Last year: Eastern won 54-7.
Radio: WLAP AM-630 in Lexing-

ton; WEKY AM-1340 and WEKU FM88.9 in Richmond; WM0R FM-92.1
in Morehead
"I wish I could have played in
the OVC four years, so it's disappointing," said Chris Berry, a sophomore quarterback from London.
"I've respected this conference."
Mincey has mixed feelings
about Morehead's last league game.
He is the university's vice president
for student life and was a member
of the Eagles' last OVC title team
in 19G6. MSU also shared the
crown -in 1962.
"I'm saddened it's our last
game in the OVC, and I'd like to go
out with a victory," Mincey said.
''But I'm looking forward to where
we're going with the program and
the challenges ahead in football.
"Life doesn't stay the same.
We're adjusting to, different situations in terms of economics and
priorities. within the institution.
We've got to adapt and move on.
That's what we've done."
Eastem's Kidd is more blunt in
his assessment.
"They're making a mistake letting the president (Ronald Eaglin)
and Board of Regents do what
they're doing to football," Kidd
said. "I'm disappointed they decid· ed to go in this direction."
But Kidd remains grateful to
former Morehead Coach Guy Penny and former President Adron
Doran who gave him the opportunity to get into college coaching as
an assistant. Kidd was at Morehead in 1962, returned to Eastern
his alma mater, \he next year and :
became head coach in '64.
Penny recognized Kidd's ability
back then.
"Roy was my offensive coordinator, and I could see he had the

knack to be a great coach," said
Penny, who is retired after serving
24 ½ years on the Middle Tennessee faculty. Penny shares a distinction with former MSU coaches Bill
Baldridge and Cole Proctor - they
are the only OVC coaches of the
year from Morehead.
Penny said he regrets Morehead's situation.
"I hate to see them go down
but I understand Morehead
couldn't ~tay with it financially,"
Penny said. "They had no choice."
But that doesn't diminish the
Morehead-Eastern series for Penny
- nor for his protege of long ago.
"Th~re hav~ been some super
games In the rivalry," said Kidd,
recalling in particular Eastem's triple-overtime win in l 989 and
"some great games, close games at
our old field (Hanger Field) back in
the '60s."
·
Mincey remembers most the '66
game when Morehead won 21-19
and clinched its only outright
championship.
. A full-time linebacker and parttune fullback, Mincey recalls blocking for star runner Tommie Gray,
who along with Phil Simms are the ,
only MSU's players to grab OVC
Player of the Year honors. Hamilton reminisces about the 1990
game when Morehead knocked off
, then-unbeaten and top-ranked
Eastern 27-17.
"It was doubly exciting winning at Richmond and walking
across the field with the team and
feeling good," Hamilton said.
The 1990 win was Morehead's
only victory ·in the series since it
had a three-game winning streak
end in 1972. The' Eagles were 7-4-1
between 1960-71.
"It's fitting we end with Eastern, our longest rivalry," Hamilton
said. "I love football and the pageantry, and we've had a long, great
association with the OVC. I'll miss
that."
But Morehead's Ballard be:
• lieves the Eagles and Colonels will
tangle in the future.
·
"I think our paths will
again," Ballard said. "Eastern will
· be needing a game sometime, and
we'll need a game, and we'll find a
corresponding date. Who knows?"
But it won't be next year.
"Eastern's got 63 scholarships,
we!ll have 30," Hamilton said.
"Eastem's at the top, we're at the
bottom. To play next year would
not be in our best interests."
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Performance funding 'Tiny college
for colleges is still
in Tennessee
.a work in progress
extends reach
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer

Kentucky's plan to reward universities and colleges financially for doing
their jobs well is largely a homegrown venture - the product of a
one-year experiment in which some
things clicked and others didn't.
But an architect of the state's new,
long-term performance-funding plan
for higher education says it helps to
know that other states that have tried
the concept are sticking with it.
Performance funding sets goals for
colleges and rewards them for achievin~ them. The goals depend on states'
pnorities and schools' missions.
A recent survey found that nine
states use performance funding and
10 (including Kentucky) plan to. No
state trying it has backed away. But
the study says it's too soon to tell
whether performance fundin!1 can
prompt real changes in quality or
generate more public support for
higher education.
The Kentucky plan will be used to
distribute an estimated $12 million 1.6 percent of basic higher-education
funding - in April to state universities and the University of Kentucky
community college system.
"We became most aware of what
other states were doing only recently," through a report· on the survey,
said Ken Walker, deputy executive director for finance of the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education. He said
the survey by educational consultant
J. Kent Caruthers of Tallahassee, Fla.,
and Daniel T. Layzell of the University of WISconsin system disproves earlier reports that some states had
abandoned performance funding.
Caruthers and Layzell say that at
least half of all states have at least
considered performance funding for
higher education, and they predict
more experiments with it.
Walker helped draft a performancefunding framework for Kentucky that
won the council's approval last Mondays-He also helped . conduct an experiment under which this year's new
money for higher education was distributed according to measures of
academic and research quality, graduate•· satisfaction, dropout rates·· and
rates· of transfer ·from -two-year ·to
four-year schools.
· · ·.
That experiment, rather than the
experience of other states, was ·the
main source of ideas for the ·current
performance-funding plan, he said.
· Walker said the lessons learned
from it include:
,,. Tying all of an annual increase
in funding. to performance standards
is a· mistake. Higher-education planners cann"ot responsibly put such a
· · large part· of schools' budgets at risk,
and so· they eliminate the risk by lowering standards; Walker said.
· ,,. Schools should be given time to
adjust to standards before they are rewaiiled or punished. The experiment
· didi_i'.t do .tl!)ii, Walker _said; :..:·~~

,,. Performance standards · should
blend seamlessly with other statements of what schools ought to be doing. Accordingly, Walker said, · the
new·performance standards were delayed until Kentucky's new strategic
plan for higher education was ready,
and they conform to that plan.
The standards approved last week
also reflect university 'p~sidents' appeal for minimal-red t~pe "'1d m\00·
ma! freedo"m to'adapt standards to the
·. differences · ainong · schools. "Each
school is allowed to ·choose, within ·
' limits, its own goals and means of
· measuring the; attainment .of them.
! All the goals m~ fit. unqer head' ings of · the strategic plan, and all
schools must adopt at "least one goal
under each· of three headings -' im'
· proved educational outcomes, "broad, er access. to learping, and jmproved
1 opportunities for African Americans

and 'worhen. In additiOn, Universities
must. do sometliing that helps public
· elementary and secondary ·education,
and . two-year .colleges . must provide
work-force. training or help Kentucky
· companies in other )'lays: : .
.
· · The perfot,nan~e'funding. cpncept ·
"is .a good one for bot)l.lliaking-some
needed changes on the campuses and
for building public support," said
Robert S.exton, executive . director of
.the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, a . citizens .. advocacy
· group. "But from what.I •see, .it is a
long haul."
. ..
Realizing that, the designers of the
, ·Kentucky plan gave schools until the
year 2000 to adapt fully to performance funding. By then, progress toward goals must be reduced to nu
merical measures.
Gov. Brereton Jones' Higher Education Review Commission proposed
performance funding in 1993, and the
1994 appropriations bill required it.
The push for performance funding
"was born of a sense that higher education has not been responsive to the
changing winds of the economy," said
Senate Education Committee Chairman Joe Meyer, D-Covington.
Caruthers and Layzell, whose survey forms were returned by highereducation finance officers in 41 states,
said governors and legislators were
considered more enthusiastic about
performance funding than university
presidents were. But, despite their
earlier doubts, Kentucky's university
presidents seem to think the plan taking shape in Kentucky is worth a try.
With the simplicity, flexibility and
phased implementation it now exhibits, the performance-funding outline
is "the right way to go, UK President
Charles Wethington said.
"If you have an evaluation system
that people understand and have faith
in," Morehead State University President Ronald Eaglin said, "at least that
gives us a measuring rod to show that
we are worthy of the public trust."
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to Paducah
By JAMES MALONE, Staff Writer

PADUCAH, Ky. -Tiny Lambuth University of Jackson,
Tenn., has announced it intends to teach upper-level
classes next fall in a Methodist church on the outskirts of
Paducah.
·
It's the latest higher-education development in Western
Kentucky, where Paducah Community Collese has been
embroiled in a dispute with Murray State Uruversity over
a proposed engineering school in Paducah.
Lambuth officials hope the third- and fourth-year
classes, most likely in business, computer science or the
liberal arts, would attract 40 to 50 -students, President
, Thomas Boyd said.
.
Lambuth, affiliated with the United Methodist Church,
would be looking for part-time or evening students who
likely have associate degrees and jobs, Boyd said.
Though unusual, the arrangement would not be a first
for the state. Lincoln Memorial University, a private
school in Cumberland Gap, .Tenn., offers upper-level
classes in Middlesboro and Corbin.
Boyd said he was surprised by how quickly the plan
evolved. He said he had been asked to. attend a brainstonning session in Paducah on Thursday merely to discuss higher-education opportunities in the region.
What came out of that two-hour meeting -with leaders
from PCC, Paducah Mayor Gerry Montgomery and area
church officials - was the idea for a Lambuth extension
campus, said John Bonson, an area pastor and former
Lambuth faculty member.
Bonson said the announcement was not meant to be a
retort to Murray State on the issue of the proposed engineering school. Some of civic leaders who helped PCC
raise $8 million to build the proposed school attended the
meeting Thursday.
The two college presidents at odds in that dispute met
the announcement with conciliatory messages.
PCC President Leonard O'Hara said the announcement
"means good things for the community," Murray State
President Kern Alexander called Lambuth's plan "good
for higher education."
Though Bonson said Lambuth could "complement"
PCC's offerings, he said he wanted no part of any highereducation disputes. He said he doubted that Lambuth
would try to duplicate Murray State's classes in Paducah.
Murray State offers five undergraduate degrees in
Paducah, has proposed four more and offers three master's degree programs.
Another potential offering is religious education, which
some area pastors favor, Bonson said.
Lambuth, which offers classes at three off-campus sites
in Western Tennessee, decided to come because Paducah

"invited us up there" and school officials saw "enormous
potential" in the area, Boyd said.
Boyd said he was unsure what the school would do to
provide laboratories and a library. Some of those hurdles
could be met electronically, he said.
He proposed offering courses in Paducah for about $100
a credit hour. It costs $9,000 a year for a student to attend
Lambuth and live on campus.
Lambuth will have to be licensed by the Council on
Higher Education, said Executive Director Gary Cox. The
licensing would be perfunctory if Lambuth is already accredited, he said. But he added that the idea of a small
private college proposin!1 to offer out-of-state courses 160

miles away seemed "a little unusual.

11

Lambuth, a private liberal-arts school, operates on an
annual budget of $12 million and has an endowment of $11
million, Boyd said. Roughly 75 percent of its 95 faculty
members have doctorates, be said.
Lambuth is surveying local business and industry to detennine which courses it needs to offer, Boyd ~aid.
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Another increase
Constant tuition hikes are making
college more difficult to aff9rd
The state Council on High- and more each year, not only
er Education has approved for tutition, but for books
another increase in tuition and room and board. With
for the state's universities Kentucky's universities and
and community colleges community colleges receivalthough the increases are ing little in the way of new
smaller than in many previ- state money, students have
ous years. Still, each time been forced to pay for a largthe cost of ·a college ed- · er share of their educations.
ucaticin goes up, it makes it
What's wrong with that?
that much more difficult for Well, nothing - if they can
young people from · families afford it. But many Kentucky
of modest means to be able to students come from families
afford a higher education.
of poor or modest means.
The council Monday ap- Each tuition increase means
proved a tuition increase of those families have to either
$40 per semester at the Uni- . find other places to cut exversity of Kentucky and the penses or borrow more
University of Loµisville. In- money to send their children
state tuition at UK and U of to college.
L will increase from $1,130 to
The percentage of Ken$1,170 per semester for the tucky adults 'with a college
1996-97 school year and to · education is one of the low$1,200 beginning the next est in the nation, a fact that
year.
has a tremendous negative
Tuition for students at the impact on · economic develsix other state universities opment. The state has a vital
will rise from $840 to $870 interest in reducing this staper semester next year and tistic by keeping higher edto $900 the year after.
ucation affordable for people
Community colleges will of modest means.
continue to be the real highWe don't blame the univerer education bargain in Ken- sities and community coltucky. Tuition at the com- leges for raising tuition.
munity i:olleges will rise $10 With little prospects of a
a semester ·to $500 next fall major influx of state dollars,
and $10 in the fall of 1997.
they had little choice. HowCouncil member David ever, while $10 to $40• more a
Porter said the increases still semester may not sound like
leave Kentucky · with among much, it may be enough to
the lowest tuition rates in discourage some from atthe Southeast. He's right, but tending. The bright kid who
that's little consolation to can't afford college just adds
students - and parents to this state's undereducated
who find they must pay more workforce.
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Woman at the helm
Ex-UK professor to head University of Iowa
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Before she
left the University of Kentucky in
1990, Mary Sue Coleman had established a reputation for her teaching,
research and administrative skills.
Now - after stops at two other
campuses - she's about to take the
helm at a leading public university.
On Dec. 31 Coleman will become
the first woman president of \he
27,600-student University of Iowa.
That will make her the second former UK professor to become a president in the past year. (The other is
Nancy Dye, now president of Oberlin
College m Ohio.)
Coleman's colleagues during her
19 years at UK think she'll do very
well, though some note she's taking
a big step and is yet to be tested.
"She has a very keen mind, is very
well organized and is an individual
who speaks frankly," said Ray Betts,
a history professor who served as a
UK faculty' trustee with Coleman several years ago and who met her when
he was a professor and she was a student at Grinnell College in Iowa.
"There is a quickness in her
thought process. She grasps things
very quickly, and is able to make intelligent decisions without a lot of
hesitation," he added.
Former UK President· David Roselle agrees.
"She's smart. She cares a great
deal and has a good sense of humor.
That's what you need to be an administrator in the 1990s," said Roselle, now president of the University
of Delaware and one of those who
nominated Coleman for the Iowa job.
Coleman, 52, the provost and vice
president for academic affairs at the
University of New Mexico since
1993, said in an interview that she
was happy in her present job and not
looking for a change when she was
first contacted last spring.
"I thought about it and thought
there was some logic to it because I
grew up there, my husband (Kenneth, a former head of UK's political
science department who will teach at
Iowa) is a native Iowan. That, and
the fact it is a very good university,
all made sense to me," she said.
Iowa's faculty members are eager
for her to arrive, said Steve. Collins, a
professor and chairman of the presidential search committee.
"People were just wowed ·by her
when she .came to the campus. The
word has· spread quickly, and \ve've
gotten nothing. but pl~udits' with this
choice," Collins said.
.
Several members of the New Mexico faculty said . Coleman will be
missed in· Alliliquerque. They stress.
her op.en, accessible, ~o!'"ensus-building style and her decmveness.
"She can·ce tough·when she needs
to be, but she tempers it with this
kindness and interest and ability to
listen. She ·has defused so many potentially difficult situations here,"
said Maggie Werner-Washburn, an
associate professor of biology. "She
has a dignity and an honesty. ·She inspires the best· in people. She, really
lifted· us to a better place."
· ..
Davia' Woite,· chairman- of New ,
. Mexico's physics and astronomy ~epartment, said faculty members like
Coleman because she understands
their role.in the university:
"Staying close to people .who a.i:tually ~ th~ h~ of (he _universi,W is a
thing that is very ..s1~cant· to )!~r.
Thilt ..makes her special," Wolfe smd.

Coleman said her tenure at · UK,
particularly the three years she was a
faculty representative on the board of
trustees, was an important step toward a presidency.
· "That was a defining experience in
my life because I understood institu. tionwide issues in a way that faculty
members very rarely get to understand," she said. "That experience,
and the experienc~ . with athletics,
even though it was very painful, and
my experience in helping to build a
cancer center, was just invaluable."
. During her 1987-90 term as a trust·. ee, the NCAA investigated UK.for im, proprieties in its men's basketball
. program. Roselle ..conducted an : exhaustive internal investigation, and
.Coleman. said she considers him a
role model.
, . "He had the courage of hi~ convictions, and he stood up for what was
right at grave personal cost,'' said
Coleman, who was a staunch Roselle
supporter in the controversy that culminated in his decision to leave UK.
Coleman, who will earn $192,000 a
year in her new job, said she has been
pleased with "a real outpouring of affection" from Iowans.
"Part of that has to do with the fact
I'm the first female (to head the university). But I think a larger affection
is that an Iowan was judged to be
good enough to do this job," she said.
Coleman acknowledged that many
will be watching her closely, but she
said she's accustomed to that as the
highest-ranking female administrator
at both the universities of North Carolina and New Mexico:
"I think people forget about the
gender issue very quickly,'' she said.
11
The pressures are the same for men
and women."

MARY SUE COLEMAN
Age:52
Background: Grew up in
Cedar Falls, Iowa, where her
father taught chemistry for
,25 years at the University of
Northern Iowa.
Education: Bachelor's
degree in chemistry, Grinnell
College, 1965. Ph.D. in
biochemistry, University of
North Carolina, 1969.
Experience: From 1971-90,
Coleman held a variety of
positions at the University of
Kentucky, including t_eaching
positions in biochemistry,
associate director for
research at the Lucille P.
Markey Cancer Center ar:id
director of graduate studies
in biochemistry.
From 1990-93, she was
associate provost and dean
of research and vice
chancellor for graduate
studies and research at
North Carolina. Since 1993,
she has been provost and
vice president for academic
affairs at the University of
New Mexico.
Personal: Husband,
Kenneth, and son, Jonathan,
24.

THE LATEST OF MANY
Mary Sue Coleman is only the most rece~t.iormer·UK faculty'.,·
member or administrator to be named president of .a. coll~ge or;.
university. Others include:
· .. ·
·· · ··• •
Sarah G. Blanding, Vassar College.
.. .• .-',. , ... "; ,·~ ,,:>·, •.•
Nancy Dye, Oberlin College.
.
·
. T. Marshall Hahn, Virginia Polytechnc Institute.
A. D. Albright, Northern Kentucky University, Morehead State _ .
University.
•
Elvis Stahr, West Virginia University, Indiana University.•,,_,._.
Glenwood Creech, Florida Atlantic University.
• · ·
Ed Pellegrino, Catholic University.
John Stephenson, Berea College.
, '·" "
Robert Hemenway, Kansas University. .
· Ray Bowen, Texas A & M.
·
··Merl Baker, Missouri School of Mines.
..·.,.· •.
.
·• Constantine Curris, Clemson University, Murray State University,'
Northern Iowa University.
·
'
Logan Wilson, University of-Texas.
Bryce Jordan, Pennsylvania State University.
Tex .Boggs, Western Wyoming College.
Albert Cox, Midway College.
.
. . . . ..
John DiBiaggio, Michigan State University, Tufts University.
Billy O. Wireman, Queens College in Charlotte, N.C.
John W. Oswald, Pennsylvania State University.
David P. Roselle, University of Delaware. ·
· ·
.
Three modern presidents of UK came from the fa_culty or staff,
Frank G. Dickey, A. D. Kirwan and Charles T. Wethington Jr.

,
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·Memphis alumnj._riiost disliked
frustrations· outside. classrooms
By MICHAEL :JENNINGS
Staff Writer

theb, basi~- funding, and between .$25 required - carries fewer rewards for
inillion and $35. inillion is 'dJstributed faculty than teaching majors and
annually ·under the pJiui. ' . . .._ .· ,.graduate students or conducting reUniversity of Memphis officials .. , Awards depend• on schools' s_co~s search.
were a bit downcast when surveys.of on-JO standards-dealing.with;ild1dem, · Three of Kentucky's other neighalumni revealed some lingering dis- ics, enrollirient, ·and student::success , bors - Missouri, Arkansas and Ohio
satisfaction with their experiences as and satisfaction. Each school is meas- · - have also begun performance fundstudents.
.
ured ag~ _its .own prior perform- ing.
,
The surveys, required under Ten- imce;· not agamst ·other ~chools. .
It is no cure-all for higher educanessee's performance-linked funding
The _Kentu~ky -Counc1! on Hi\\her lion's ills, Folger said, but it can prove
plan for higher education, caused Educano_n tri~d- to. ·avoid th~ · ex-, "helpful to almost anybody if they desome soul-searching, said _Raymond tremely mt_e~s1ve "7. some would say_ -sign it carefully and are clear about
Pitkin, the-university's associate vice bureaucratic --:- nature of .the Ten•. what they ... expect it to do."
president for finance. ·
· · · · nessee plan; said:·K_en Walker, the
They also led to a surprising dis- council's deputy .executive. director
covery: Typically, Pitkin said, former for-' finance and an architect· of, Ken'·
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.
students' complaints had less to ·do tucky.'.s performance-fundirig plan. ·
■ SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1995
with instruction than with frustrations
Termessee's .testing requireinerits·n. ·..
outside the classroom, such as lon!l lustrate the .contrast. ·Tennessee·unilines at registration tables and maten- versities must test students' iiams in
als missing from the library.. · -.. · general knowledge and in !hell' major
1
Because boosting .student- satisfac- fields. Kentucky's universities will be
lion can generate, more state money, left much freer to choose the kinds of .
the school responded more.vigorously learning they'll measure and the ways
to survey findings than it might other- they wilt do the measuripg.
..
BY ANGIE MUHS
wise have done, Pit.kin .said.•:.... ·
Since the fiist ratings were done in ..
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER
That's just one example, he said, of 1979, performance funding in Tennes- ·
. At least in cyberspace, the engineering program in
the way the nation's longest-running see has produced a mixed picture of
Paducah lives - although_ not for long.
experiment with performance funding clear results and apparent lack of imhas changed the ways his university pact, said John Folger, emeritus pro·
According _to th~ Paducah Community College's
serves its 20,000 students,'
fessor of .education and public policy
home
page on the World Wide Web, money from the
In every case where the plan re-· af Vanderbilt',tiniveisiiy. '• .'.·_:. · . ·
college's fund-raising drive will· go toward a building
wards redirection or a faster pace, the
Folger, who · helped develop· perthat wo~ld house a University of Kentucky-PCC 2 + 2
engmeenng program.
example, he said, the university has sion's first di,ector, ·said performance
Trouble is, the Council on Higher Education at its
put more emphasis. on ,getting aca- funding has-:\,pl!fl'OO progress toward. ·
Oct. 9 meeting -rejected that plan - making the
. demic programs· accredited because goals - such as accreditation ..,.., that
Paducah home page a bit out of date. ·
accreditation nets, more state money. schools'.already valued. But goals that
•· 'll would .say. that . performance · had low;priorities before performance.
. , Chalk it up to a college grappling with the new ·
funding has done what it was intend- funding remain unmet,.he said.
.
issues ,that techno,Iogy li~e web pages brings on, said
ed to do," he said. "I know we're put- · ·. Tenness'l" college seniors' general
. Len O Hara, PCC s president. He promised that the
ting money (in) .places -where we 0 knowledge·:- as ·reflected· by a test
cyberspace shp-up would be corrected right away.
would not have put th_e same amount" · measuring 'gains since. the· same stu. O'Hara said that he thinj<s. that so!lleone simply·
wlthout the incentive:·
·
. ·- .-c)ents took the ACT in high school Compared with other states that "has:, not .~hown any substantial or
ove;l9okeq changmg the home page after the council's
dec1s10n.
·l·•
•
use performance funding, the stakes .conslstenr·or sustained improvement"
high in Tennessee. State universk. under performance fund1J1g, Folger
. "We•r~ really working on i~ues like who mainties·-and- two-year colleges can earn a said: Traditionally, he said, general
tams the home page right now," O'Hapi said. "But you
supplement of up to 5.45 percent of education - the core c_ourses that are
haye to be accurate, no matter what medium you're
usmg."
'
·

Paducah-ill{ project
still . lives on· _Web
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"We look at this as an incredible
opportunity," Taylor said. "We will be
incredibly rich.e r in our _understand•
ing of international" aff9.U'S.
Shumaker also sees another payoff:
the cultivation of foreign u of L alumni. Shumaker recalled that when he

By KYUNG M. SONG
Business Writer
A group of students will soon
earn master's degrees in business
administration from the University
of Louisville without ever setting
foot on campus - or even the
United States.
Capitalizing on a demand in
Asia for American degrees, U of L
will begin offering an MBA pro•
gram next spring in Hong Kon~.
The move is the first step in Prest•
dent John Shumaker's ambitious
plan to establish an international
presence for U of L
About three dozen Hong Kong
and Chinese business people each paying full tuition of abo~t
$17 000 - are expected to enroll m
the.MBA program, Shumaker said.
Courses will be taught by U of L
faculty on a rotating basis.
To set up the program, Shu•
maker worked with the same part·
ners in Hong Kong that he had
used when he was president of
Central Connecticut State University. Indeed, U of L has hired Hen•
ry "Buddy" Enck, Shumaker's for•
mer executive assistant in Con•
necticut, as director of the school's
new Institute for International Development, which, along with U of
L's School of Business, will over•
see the Hong Kong project.
While Central Connecticut State
offered only non-credit courses in
Hong Kong, "we ~iscovered ~hat
an American MBA is much prized
and much valued" there, Shu•
maker said.
But Shumaker believes that U of
L's overseas venture also will
benefit its students and faculty in
the United States by giving them
world exposure.
"I think our students tend to be
rather parochial and narrow in
their views of the world. That's
true in Connecticut as well as in
Kentucky," Shumaker said. "And
while we can learn a lot by study•
ing other cultur~ in ~ur cl9:55·
rooms and interacting wtth foreign
students and faculty here on the
campus, nothing really can substitute
for getting on an airplane and being
there in the country."
Shumaker said U of L plans to operate a trade center for . Louisvill~and Kentucky-area businesses m
Hong Kong as part of the MBA program. The center will use U of L stu•
dents and faculty to provide trade
services for a fee.
Eventually, Shumaker hopes to ~xtend the program to southern China
and to the Philippines.
Robert Taylor, dean of th~ busi~ess
school, said his faculty 1s excited
about the foreign venture.

606-783-2030

was at Central Connecticut State,
some of that school's largest private
gifts came from entrepreneurs in
South Korea and Hong Kong.
Shumaker said U of L's success
over the next 10 to 15 years will depend on its becoming more multinational.
"We want to be on the cutting edge
of this," he said.
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University would cleanse
speech - and freedom
f you are heading for college or
graduate school and are sensitive about being male, female,
black, white, Asian, young, old,
married, unmarried, gay, straight,
Catholic, Jewish, evangelical Protestant or a veteran. think about going
to the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. You
will be protected
there against offense to your
group sensibilities.
That is the
purpose of a new
code of behavior
proposed by the ANTHONY
university's adLEWIS
ministration and
its union of grad- SYNIDICATED
uate student em- COLUMNIST
ployees. It would
punish as "harassment" a wide
range of speech by faculty members or students - including "epi•
thets, s lurs and negative stereotyping" - that may offend groups.
Speech codes at universities had
seemed to be on the decline. Several
were held unconstitutional. So it is
of more than parochial interest that
an extraordinarily sweeping code
should be proposed in this supposedly liberal-minded state.
The proposed code, circulated
at the Amherst campus last month,
would ban speech that offends "on
the basis of race, color, national or
ethnic origin. gender..sexual orientation. age, religion, marital status,
veteran status or disability." The
graduate students' union said it
would add to that list "citizenship,
culture, HlV status. language, parental status, political affiliation or
belief and pregnancy status."
Speech in those categories
would be offensive if it "discriminatorily alters the conditions" of peo•
pie's participation in the university.
It would be judged by what a
"reasonable" member of the one of
the groups thinks.
To enforce all this would be a
complex apparatus of boards and
panels. The university would train
"volunteer advocates" to represent

I

complainants and defendants. Penalties for students and faculty ·
would range up to dismissal. The
graduate students' union said there
should also be "mandatory harassment education."
Orwell is the name that comes
to mind as one reads this proposal.
It would create a totalitarian atmo•
sphere in which everyone would
have to guard his tongue all the
time lest he say something that
someone finds offensive. (The code
would let anyone who heard a
doubtful remark about some group
bring a complaint. even if he was
not a member of the group.)
Conservatives who are on the
look-our for Political Correctness
will find the Amherst campus proposals a juicy target. (They might
look to their own vulnerability,
many of them, on the proposed
constitutional amendment to outlaw
flag-burning.)
Fortunately, faculty members
across the political spectrum are
rallying against the code. Daphne
Patai. professor of Spanish and Por•
tuguese, said many at the university understand that its job "is not to
impose 'comfort' levels, that civility
and suasion, not rules and regulations, are the way to shape the tone
of a community."
.
Robert Costrell, professor of ·
economics, said a student who was
an unmarried mother might be offended by a statement that bringing
up "large numbers of young men"
in single-parent families could lead
to "violence, unrest, disorder." The
warning was given by Daniel Patrick Moynihan in 1965.
The chancellor at the Amherst
campus, David K. Scott, responded
to criticism by suggesting that a
code was required by Federal De•
partment of Education regulations.
They threaten to withhold federal
aid from any university with a
"hostile environment."
If so, the federal regulations ·
need revision. It is time to stop ·
letting the elastic concept of a "hostile environment" menace freedom
of speech.
@ NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE
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Morehead senior

helping the disabled
BY DAVID GROSS
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

OREHEAD - Some people might think that Paul
Cantrell has done enough,
that he has fulfilled his quota of
good deeds in life. But he doesn't
think so - at least not yet.
As if bicycling more than 3,500.
miles across the country to benefit
people with disabilities wasn't
enough, the Morehead State University senior ana some of his Pi ·
Kappa Phi fraternity brothers
recently spent a weekend in Memphis, Tenn., building a playground and renovating a weight
room to make them handicapped
accessible.
"We worked all weekend, and
by Sunday afternoon the kids
were up and playing," said
Cantrell, 23, an electronics major
from Gallipolis, Ohio. "Nobody
could believe we were able to do
it."
Cantrell is planning a similar
project for playgrounds in Morehead.
Most of the service activities
Cantrell has taken part in have
been through his fraternity. Pi
Kappa Phi has a national outreach
program - People Understanding the Severely Handicapped that encourages its members to
participate in community projects
to benefit the disabled.
Through his fraternity involvement, Cantrell participated in the
eighth annual Journey. of Hope
this summer, in which more than
60 college students bicycled from
San Francisco to Charleston, S.C.,
to raise money and public awareness of the needs of disabled
Americans.
A spokesman for People
Understanding . the Severely
Handicapped said Cantrell was
the only student from a Kentucky
university to participate in the
journey, which raised close to
$350,000.
The cyclists averaged 70 miles
a day, with only one· day off out of
every 10, Cantrell said.
·
"Between classes and doing
stuff with the fraternity, I hadn't
had much time to train, so· it was
rough," he said. "But they were
looking for leaders - people who
would work well - rather than
people who could keep up."
By the time the group arrived
at a park in Las Vegas, he had
already suffered tired legs and
heat exhaustion, and had endured
tremendous weather· changes from snow to 120-degree temperatures. But, he said, meeting Josh,
an 11-year-old boy who has Down
syndrome, inspired him to keep
going.
"Just seeing his face· was a big
pick-me-up," Cantrell said. "He
took me by the hand and walked
me all over that park. After being
out on the road, I needed to see
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College hopes to offer new degree
OWENSBORO, Ky. -. Owensboro Community College hopes to·
add a two-year associate degree in law enforcement by next fall.
"We can show the demand and need for it in our area " said
Academic Dean Judv Rhoads.
'
The Council on Higher Education, which has the final say on
new degree offerings, could make a decision as early as January.
"We've had Jaw enforcement courses here since we opened in
!984. and they've always been very successful for us " said Ed
Morris. chairman of the Social Sciences department. '1n recent
weeks. Morns has gathered additional information sought bv the
Council on Higher Education.
•
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U of L institute chief named
The man who helped Central Connecticut State
University compete in the -international education
market when John Shumaker was president there
will ~ Wperform the same feat at the University
of LowSVJlle, where Shumaker took over as president last summer.
Henry "Buddy" Enck, who was an executive assistant to Shumaker at Central Connecticut, has
been named to direct a new Institute for International Development at U of L
The institute, a brain child of Shumaker's that
the U of L trustees approved in September, will try
to land training and education contracts with foreil!!l governments and U.S. companies abroad. Enck
will negotiate grants and contracts and try to increase Kentucky's exports and foreign investments
in the state.
Enck will take charge of the institute Nov. 27,
and he will have a first-year budget of $220,000.

LEXINGTON H ERALO-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY.
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The cyclists stopped in various
cities along the way and performed skits with puppets _
some that were designed to be ir
good health, others designed to tx
blind or have cerebral palsy ot
other disabilities - to demonstrate what it's like to live with a
disability.
"The main thihg about the
whole project was the interaction
with the kids," he said.
The cyclists also worked ir
campgrounds - making hiking
trails accessible to disabled peopli
--'- and played wheelchair basketball while on the journey.
When Cantrell was a senior in
high school, his mother, Carol,
had to have a hip replaced, which
restricted her day-to-day activities. The inconveniences his
mother encountered made him
think.
"I saw the things that she
wasn't able to do like she used to,"
he said, "and I realized what
handicapped people must go
through."
Cantrell became active in his
high school's Key Club, and began
visiting a center for disab_led people in his hometown.
When he started college at
Morehead, he said, he wanted to
· continue those efforts.
"I came here and saw that
PUSH was a worthwhile cause
and I just really got into it."

lney're In the money: Feaeral budget slashers might talk about
cutting support for public radio, but
area listeners have recently made
themselves heard -with their wallets. On the heels ofWUKY's wildly
successful fund-raising drive, there's
also good news for listeners of Morehrod's WMKY-90.3 FM. The station's fall fund-raising drive
exceeded its $20,000 goal and broke
its fund-raising record. The total for
the recent drive hit $20,184, nearly
double the previous year's amount
and the most the station has ever
raised in a single drive during its 30
years of operation, said Larry
Netherton, the stati9n's general manager.
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Man of his words
A Morehead
professor
wants to
create a•
"Linguistic
Atlas of
Kentucky;"
mapping
out
language
variances
across the
state.

i:

For years, the running assump[i~n has been that new roads,
h)igration trends and exposure to
'-; '.. _Irons, who grew up in southern
~V
would remove unique speech
Ohm, tells a story of a student who
patterns in places like Eastern
. Jsept telling him she "didn't care.to"
Kentucky.
· do an assignment.
:
1;;
As Irons puts it, the thinking
-'.-'. "Finally I said, 'Look, I don't
care what you care to do, I want ;·~as that "everyone would speak
.1/PU to do this,' " Irons s~id. J like Dan Rather."
·: But linguistics researchers have
· eventually learned that 'I don't care
. not found as much change in
,lo' means •1 don't mind.' "
In Eastern Kentucky, a "house" . r~gional language as they expected,
. ii a "hiass," curtains are blinds, Irons said, although many smaller
languages have faded away.
· ~ike County loses most of its k.
• . When he does his follow tlp
.:;,;: And Professor Irons becomes
interviews, Irons expects to find
· 1'rofessor Ames.
illat significant language differ-. - The speech differences parallel
etices still exist.
•
';s"~ttlement patterns, Irons said. The
·
Differences
persist
because
lan·~otch and Irish who settled East~age not only helps people comejll Kentucky often came from
western Pennsylvania and other . Jiiµnicate, it also identifies who
tbey are, Irons said. And people are
:porthern spots.
still quite attached to their regions,
•·,- That heritage is reflected in
especially in Kentucky.
_Si;ottish county names, such as
·•.
··J'Xlagoffin and Breathitt counties.
." "The language you grew up
'· An open question is how much
;,v'ith is as much a part of your
Jhose differences have persisted or
rolture or identity as your ethnic
.migrated ·since the 1940s and
. prckground," he said.
-1950s, when the interviews were
'i::onducted.,
: :;_ Many of Irons' students are
~om Eastern Kentucky, and have
· ' One clue that Irons will use in
trying to answer that question is : f~i:ed discrimination because of
the flattened "i" that makes "ice" , 'tlieir accents, grammar and prosound like the slang word for a
: n_\mciation, Irons said.
lruman posterior.
.
. He finds that they come into his
· :. That pronunciation is charac' 1:iasses "wanting to learn the cor' Wistically Southern, Irons said,
: rect way to speak."
ood he wants to see how far north
He tells them that the dominant
.Jthas traveled.
social class is the one defining that
, ,. (An Ohio waitress thought one
•iorrect way." He tries to show
o_f Irons' colleagues was being fresh
them the roots of their language.
when he asked for ice, Irons said.
By the end of the courses, "they
.fle finally explained that he wanted
usually take more pride in the way
'llittle cubes of frozen water.")
they speak," he said.

Morehead professor wants to document differences in ~tate's regional diale~ts
, BY SCOTT LEARN
NORnlEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - Terry Irons, don't want you to
sneer at this sentence. Hit's not wrong. Hit's just
different.
Irons, a Morehead · State University linguistics
professor, is working to pull together 98 interviews of
Kentuckians in the 1940s and 1950s.
If federal grant money - delayed by congressional
budget cutting - comes through, Irons also wants to · ·
return to the 34 communities where those JO-hour
interviews were conducted to see how the language has
changed over the years.
His goal is to create a "Linguistic Atlas of
Kentucky," mapping out how pronunciatipn, grammar
and word .choice vary across the state. As far as he
knows, it would be the first broad-based look at
language differences in Kentucky.
Irons, whose crowded office is overflowing with
treatises on language, also hopes his project will help
foster more tolerance for different ways of speaking.
"We don't discriminate against women or ·black
people, but we seem to think we can discriminate
against people based on how they speak," said Irons,
38. "We need to realize . that our attitudes .about
language are really attitudes about classes of people."
· Historically, "I done it" is just as old a form as "I

did it," Irons
said. Dittci with "I seen it" for "I
saw it" and hit" for "it."
In fact, the word "it" actually
-derived from "hit," Irons said.
• "So ·people who say, 'llit don't
<
~make no nevermind to me' are
.;,ctually preserving an older fonn
·of English," Irons said.
.;: Irons has reached some tenta-.t:ive conclusions from his work' so
11

'•fur.

·; Perhaps contrary to conven:_tiimal wisdom, he's found that
:.1'astem Kentucky speech tended t,,
.follow the "Midland" region of the
East Coast - radiating from Philadelphia up into Ohio - more than
.;t)ie South.
'.
:- · Speech in Western Kentucky,
the other hand, tended tu be
·more Southern.
:: ' For example, interviewers in
:towns such as Olive Hill, Ashlimd
. ~nd Whitesburg found people often
·said "snake feeder" for "dragon.fly." That's characteristic of· the
Midland region.
· In Western Kentucky, residents
almost always used "snake doctor,"
.the Southern term.
· "When I moved to Eastern
_Kentucky, I found that people al·ways felt stigmatized because
·they're 'speaking Southern,' " Irons
_said.
"But they don't have a South:em speech pattern. It's unique to
ihe mountain region."
: ' Even with his background,
Irons bumped into language difficulties himself when he arrived at
Morehead in 1993.

·on

41

...

Morehead State is a popular
training ground for elementary and
·high school lt•nchers. and Irons is
instructing 11m11y fut11n· Eastern
Kc11tucky kadu.:rn.

Those teachers will probably
w::mt to lcad1 standard English
because many l'lllploycrs are_ bi;:i~;l'd against joh ;:ipplicants who
don't use it. Irons !-laid. But he tries
to preach loll'r:tm.:c for lhl' l~astcrn

l<c11lucky v1·111acular.
"Thev need to t111<lc-rsta11d that
a ymmg · rhilcl's speech is a lcgitfmalc form of expression and not
just crnTt.Yl them,'' Irons :-::aid.
!tkallv, Irons said,. employers
will c.h-ddc 11ol tu discriminate
based 1H1 lang1mge. Tl1e tll'rsistence
of language differences puts a pre111iu111 011 accepting differl'nt ways
of speaking, lie said.
"\Vhen \VC look down our nose
at someone who says 'I dune it,'
wc·re really looking down at the
person and -their social class," he
said, "1101 thc.:ii; langua,gc."
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Regular
sellouts
goal for
Figgins
By SHERRY KENESON
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - In "The Merch ant of Venice,"
Shakespeare said all the
world's a stage. Ashland
Community College theater
director Ed Figgins is trying
to bring his stage to the local
area.
For the past three years, it
has been Figgins' goal to
bring good theater to the
ACC stage. The sell-out
shows seem to indicate he is
doing the job.
"If one or two shows sold
out we might think the
shows were good " Figgins
said. "When all of them sell
out, we know the theater is
good."

Figgins is a native of Kentucky and grew up in Fort
Thomas. In his younger
years, he wanted to be an architect and took drafting
classes in high school.
"I was not thrilled with
what I had been doing, so I
started speech and. drama
courses," Figgins said. "It
was then everything started
to fall into place."
When he was younger his
family attended· a Baptist
church. Figgins father, Robert,
was a deacon and a Sunday
school superintendent.
"My church had a drama
program in the youth group "
Figgins said. "I think my eariy
interest was somewhat seated
there."

Later, Figgins attended
Georgetown University. While
there, his mother died, which
affected his studies. Figgins
mother, Caroline, was a major
inspiration to his artistic side.
"She was always concerned
~ith how things looked," Figgms recalled. "She tried vety
hard to make sure our home
had a pleasent enviroment. I
think her. concern and attention to detail was something
that I later picked up on in
life. II

Figgins Ii ved on a farm
when he was younger. He
worked hard, attending to the
cows and working with the tobacco crop. He believes the
hard work paid off.
"I know how to appreciate
the finer things in life because
I know how hard things are to
come by," Figgins said. "This
helped me to grow stronger
mentally (also)."

Monday, November 20, 199 5
Figgins left Georgetown only
six hours shy of graduation.
He still wasn't serious about
acting until he accompanied a
friend to auditions for the
Summerstock program at Kincaid Regional Theater at Falmouth.
"Out of the blue I went with
a friend to auditions, basically
as a support person," Figgins
said. "The next thing I know, I
was cast in a major role."
The production Figgins was
cast in was "Hello Dolly,"
which is this season's closing
production at ACC. Figgins
said he did not select the play
for sentimental reasons, but
because he has always liked it.
Figgins decided· to enroll at
Morehead State University.
Because he was so close to
graduating, he. was allowed to
attend graduate classes.
"In the first play I auditioned for (at MSU) I got a
major role," he said. "The· second, I got the lead part, and so
on. I quickly decided this is
what I really wanted to do."
At MSU ,' Figgins had to re'
take many technical acting
classes because he had
changed his major. In his second year in the master's program, however, Figgins was allowed to teach a class. It was
then he decided he wanted to
be a teacher.
Figgins had many important
people in his life at MSU. Two
men, Dr. Travis l'.,ockhart and
Dr. William Layne, became
friends and mentors.
"Both of these men were
equally important to me," Figgins said. "Dr. Lockhart
taught me what it was to be a
teacher and what it was to be
a director. I learned how important it was for the actor to
trust the director.
"Dr. Layne was a technical
director and scenic designer.
He taught me what it was to
be a friend to the students and
the support that can be given
from that."
Figgins said he incorporated
much of his teaching skills
from the two men.
"Teaching theater is one of
the few disiplines where the
teacher can actually see the
students use what you have
tried to teach them," Figgins
said. "I believe I facilitate, I
don't teach. I give my students
opportunities to use their talents and we polish up on that.
It really makes me feel like I
have accomplished something
when my kids go on to fouryear universities and get the
starring roles right off."
Although there are financial
limitations at community colleges like ACC, Figgins says
the school has helped him in

every possible way.
"I have never been in a
more supportive environment," Figgins said. "The
school tries hard to facilite the
needs of the theater.
"For the size of the school
ACC has a theater equivalent'
a_nd if not better, than a schooi
like Marshall,'" said Mike Aulick, actor and ACC Disabled
Student Service coordinator.
"Ed Figgins has done a lot for
the ACC theater."
The word is out around campus about Figgins as well. Actors flock to auditions and the
numbers are growing yearly.
"We had twice as many students audition for this year's
"Frankenstein" as we did for
la~t year's "Dracula,"' Figgins
said.
"I ·think that Ed has brought
new life to the ACC Theater "
said Dr. Charles Dassanc~
president of ACC. "He has in'.
c~eased the number of producllons as well as the sophistication of the plays. Attendance _
and community interest has
grown since Ed has been involved.
"As a C?mmunity college, we
are parllcularly community
orien~ed,"· Dassance said. "Ed
has mvolved the community
children in the Summer Children's Theater. It is good for
the college and we are pleased
to be considered one of the art
centers in the Ashland area."
Currently, Figgins is working on this season's "A Christmas Carol," scheduled Dec. 710. Tickets are $5 for adults
and $3 for students, seniors
and groups of 10 or more. Fig.
gins has directed the play each
year at ACC since 1993.
Others plays include: "Diviners," spring 1994 · "Oklahoma!" summer, rah, 1994;
"Dracula," fall 1994; "Celebrate
Broadway Tonight," spring,
summer, 1995; "Fiddler on the
Roof," summer, fall, 1995· and
"Frankenstein," fall 1995. '

Fick IOOkS'"'tO b"iiITPen
for some center relief
mittee."
MIKE EMBRY
Morehead State's relief staff
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
will be junior Mike Scrogham,
orehead State coach senior Marlin Witherspoon,
Dick Fick will be junior transfer John Humseeking some relief•,. phrey and freshman Luke
at center this sea- Lloyd.
"So I want to do center by
~on.
committee this year. Tyrone
With the departure of ta!- had some big numbers for us,
ented Tyrone Boardley (16.3 and I think between all those
points and 9.2 rebounds), now guys, perhaps we can improve
playing professionally in Fin- on the position. It will be very
land, Fick is missing a strong difficult."
presence in the middle.
Humphrey is expected to get
"We're doing the old bullpen most of the minutes after he
now," said Fick, a former becomes eligible in the spring
semi-pro pitcher. "Remember semester. His first game will
the old days when a guy would be Dec. 16 at Kentucky.
come out of the bullpen and
"He's got good size and a
-, g!c't the save? Now guys are good touch," Fick said of the 6· doing the bullpen by com- foot-7 frontline player. "He'll

By

M

play right away."
Scrogham, who plays all-out
at both ends of the court, averaged 7.9 points and 4.6 rebounds last season
"This is a big year for him,"
Fick said. "He's ·a junior now
and he needs to .be consistent.
And he knows that. We're expecting him to be a major producer."
·
Besides Scrogham, senior
guards Mark Kinnaird (15.0
points and. 3.9 assists) and
Mark Majick (8.4 points) are
the other returning .starters
from last year's 15-12 squad.·
Another transfer expected to
start ls guard Scott Wyciskalla, who was Humphrey's teammate at Northwest Community
College.
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MSU glance
Coach: Dick Ack (49•62, four sea•
sons)
1994-95 Record: 15-12 overall,
10-6 Ohio Valley Ccnference

Startere Returning/I.oat: 3/2
Retumlna'. Lettormcn: 10
Newcomera: B
Schedule

Nov. 24 .................................... Berea
Nov. 29 .................................. at Kent
Dec. 2 ..................................... Centre
Dec. 4 .................................. Spalding
Dec. 6 .............................. at Louisville
Dec. 8 ...................................Marshall
Dec. 16 ............................ at Kentucky
Dec. 18 ......................... Thomas More
Dec. 23 .................................. at Iowa
Dec. 30 ........................ George Mason
Jan. 3 ....................... Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 8 .................... Southeast Missouri
Jan. 10................. at Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 13................ at Tennessee•Martin
Jan. 15................... :•.•• at Murray State
Jan. 20, _ _ _ .... Middle Tennessee
Jan. 22 ............................. Austin Peay
Jan. 27 ....................... Tennessee Tech
Jan. 29 ...................... Tennessee State
Feb. 3 ............... at Southeast Missouri
Feb. 10 .......................... Murray State
. Feb. 12 ................... Tennessee-Martin
Feb. 17 ........................ at Austin Peay
Feb. 19 ............... at Middle Tennessee
Feb. 24 ..................... Tennessee State
Feb. 26 ...................... Tennessee Tech
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MOREHEAD STATE
(15-12, 10·6)
Coach Dick Fick knows his Eagles
will be good again after finishing just
one game out of first place in the
Ohio Valley Conference last season.
lie just doesn't know how good.
"I really like this team. I don't
know if I've ever been more excited
about coaching a team," Fick said. "I

ing counterparts in the form of imports from out west: 6-foot-2 guard
Doug Wyciskalla and 6-7 forward
John Humphrey, both of whom are
Indianapolis products who played the
past two years at Northwest Community College in Powell, Wyo. Wyciskalla was Wyoming junior . college
Player of the Year, averaging 23.1
points, 4.1 assists· and 1.9 steals.
"We've got some unknowns," Fick
said. "Our league doesn't know about
Humphrey and Wyciskalla.".
Doug
Junior. college
It will soon. Wyciskalla. will start.
Wyclskalla, a
teammate
Humphrey will be ineligible Jor the
6-2 guard, was
John
first semester, but Fick expects.him to
Wyoming's ·
Humphrey wlll
junior college
join Wyclskalla move into the starting lineup the first
. Player of the
In Iha lineup In game he's eligible - at Kentucky on
.
Vear last
the second · · Dec. 16. .
urn be shocked if he doesn't," the
season.
semester.
coach said. "Hey, if he doesn't, someFick said. "These kids have really put body did something really good."
a lot of .self-motivation into succeedMorehead has tliree starters back
in1;: this year, and it shows in their but lost one of its mainstays in center
dnve. They're very determined."
Tyrone Boardley, who averaged 16.3
Fick also said he has a couple of points and 9.2 rebounds anif is now

haven't put any limits on this team
. yet. I don't know what our limitations
are. We have a good ballclub, but in
the five years I've been here, I don't
know if the league has been tougher."
Virtually every team in the OVC is
loaded with veterans. For instance,
Morehead went 4-0 against Tennessee
Tech and Middle Tennessee last winter, but those two were picked ahead
of the Eagles in the preseason poll
this time.
"Finishing one game back is something that has sort of haunted us all
~ummer and made us work harder." i:-umrisE>s to snrinP" on his OVC.

m~,..h-
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Also gone is forward Johnnie Williams (13.7 ppg, 4.1 rpg).
Inside, Morehead will have what
Fick calls "a bullpen by committee"
featuring Humphrey; 6-7 junior Mike
Scrogham (7.9 ppg, 4.6 rpg), who
started at forward last season; 6-8
senior Marlon Witherspoon; and 6-9
freshman Luke Lloyd.
"Tyrone did so many things for us,
but I think defensively we can be better because we'll be · quicker and
block more shots," said Fick, whos~
team led the OVC in scoring defense
(73.1) last season. "Between all those
guys, perhaps we can improve on the
position."
.
..
Besides Scrogham, the Eagles' veterans are senior guards . Mark Kinnaird (l~.O ppg, 3.9 apg) and Mark
Majick (8.4 ppg).
"We are a good team, no doubt
about it," Fick said. "People will love
watching us. We'll shoot the heck out
of the ball, and we've got more drivPr<: tn th" h:, ... kPt "
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Endowing more chairs.

B

UILDING'
KentuckY's
major universities into
the intellectual powerhouses the state needs
can't be done simply through
the annual appropriations of the
state legislature.
Success will require the universities to create sure opportunities and secure resources for
academic excellence. For it is
those opportunities and resources that attract the nation's
leading researchers, daring
minds, and ambitious students
- and all the economic and cultural benefits that flow from
their intellectual creativity and
innovation.
That's
why
Kentuckians
should be so heartened by the
University of KentuckY's farsighted plan for the $14 million
gift its College of· Business and
Economics is to receive from
alumnus C. M. "Bill" Gatton, a
Tennessee businessman.
For the most part, the money
is to be invested, to provide the
business school with ongoing
support for endowed professor-

ships and endowed chairs, for
scholarships and for staff and
faculty development. Already,
national searches are under way
to fill two newly endowed chairs
in leadership and manufacturing
systems.
This is exactly the kind of significant, permanent investment
in brainpower that needs to oc- ·
cur throughout UK and the University of Louisville - and in
their coJleges of arts and sciences as weJI as their professional schools.
Other states long ago· recognized the importance. The state
of Tennessee, for instance, has
stimulated the creation of nearly
90 endowed chairs by agreeing
to put up half the cost of a chair
if a umversity raises the other
half privately.
There may not be many Kentuckians who can match Mr.
Gatton's $14 million gift, of
course. But there are plenty with
enough money to make a difference.
They need to be encouraged
to follow his lead.
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Extent of state's poverty surprises panel
.

.
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FRANKFORT There are
many faces to poverty in Kentucky
- a poor family in the mountains;
a single black mother in Louisville
or Lexington; an elderly person in ·
Western Kentucky.
The pervasiveness of poverty
in Kentucky and its diversity surprised many members of a commission who have examined the subject for the last year and also
complicate any explanations or solutions.
"I think there's a common consensus in Kentucky that poverty is
isolated in Appalachia. It's not the
case," said state Rep. Paul Mason,
D-Whitesburg, a member of the
Commission on Poverty. "The
plight of the .urban poor is far
different than the rural poor."
Although the percentage of
pecple livi_ng in poverty is highest
in Eastern Kentucky, the largest
number of poor people are in the
urban centers of Louisville, Lexington and Northern Kentucky.
The federal government has
decreed that a family of three with
an income of less than $11,821 was
impoverished in 1994. Yet it is
never quite that simple. The commission found 681,827 pecple in
poverty in Kentucky in 1989, nearIy one of every five peep le in
Kentucky. And nearly half those
actually .had incomes of less than
half of the poverty line.
The commission heard from
statisticians and experts during
more than a year ·of meetings. It
also heard from those who know
poverty firsthand.

"It was just heart-wrecking at
times to listen to pecple that were
suffering," said Arnold Gaither,
director of employment and training in the Lexington mayor's office.
"What I really canie away with is,
listening to some folks it is just
absolutely amazing that they're
making it, that they're surviving."
That is precisely how Eula Hall
views people who are stuck in the
well of welfare.
"People who. are drawing welfare are not living, they're just
surviving," said Hall, director of
the Mud Creek Clinic in Floyd
County.
Lack of transportation, housing
and child care were cited as big
hurdles for people to overcome as
they tried to pull themselves from
economic despair.
The commission's draft final
report concludes that a job is the
most important thing to get someone out of poverty.
But ihere is a complicating
factor there, too.
"We don't hnve the jobs where
people are and the people don't
seem to want to go where the jobs
are," said Ronald Lee Logsdon,
director of Audubon Area Community Services Inc., in Owensboro.
"That seems to be one of the core
problems."
So while jobs go unfilled in
some parts of the state, people are
unemployed elsewhere.

"I don't want to sav thev don't
want to move, I'd ratlier say they
can't move," Hall said. "The people
are trapped.".

There was another general conclusion reached by most of the
commission nlembers - government programs to alleviate poverty
have largely failed.
"You have to find out what
inspires people ... and help them
achieve their goals," Logsdon said.
"All of these things are directed to
make people do things and that's
never· going to work."
Although many of the commission's draft recommendations are
directed toward altering government programs that could help

people help themselves - stronge1
enforcement of child-support laws.
an expanded low-income tax credit
- many of the proposals are alsc
directed at private businesses.

For example, the commission
recommends that the various state
incentive programs for businesses
be changed to make it attractive for
companies to hire the unemployed
and poor. Another recommendation
is for a tax credit for employers
who provide child care.
The. recommendations will be
considered at the commission's final meeting next week.
"Really, in my view, the private
sector has to drive the train on
this," Gaither said.
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Colleges
pitch in
to reform
education
Earn extra money
by helping out
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
Thanks to a cooperative venture by
three Kentucky universities, Letcher
County teachers Laurel Bentley and
Sharon Meade are on the fast track
toward becoming principals.
At Wheeler Elementary School in
Jefferson County, teachers and University of Louisville faculty members
are probing a new curriculum's merits,
Since passage of Kentucky's
school-reform law in 1990, legislators
have urged universities to help the reform-effoF!.-That expectation.is-built
into a new plan for higher education,
and new performance-financing
guidelines enable universities to earn
extra state money by helping public
schools.
Performance financing also rewards universities for teaming up to
better serve the state. That's what the
University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University and Morehead State
University have tried to do through a
one-year training program intended
to remedy a shortage of candidates
for principals' jobs in Eastern Kentucky,
Bentley and Meade, both teachers
at Fleming-Neon Elementary School,
are among the 22 educators who
gather in Hazard once or twice a
week to meet program requiremeJ!,!s
that will enable them to become pnncipals by August. The state Education
Department has endorsed the training
venture by paying the $48,000-plus total tuition cost for the participants.
Bentley, who teaches disturbed
children, said that without the Hazard-based training program, it would
have taken her two to three years to
complete the course work, testing and
internship required of aspiring principals. Meade, who teaches sixth-grade
language arts and social studies, said
the program's quality justified its demands.
"We were all aware of the sacrifices that we'd have to make, and that
it would be time•consuming," she
said.
Jim Rinehart of the UK education
faculty who helps coordinate the
Hazard program, said the Kentucky
Valley Educational Cooperative, a
consortium of 15 Eastern Kentucky
school districts, first broached the
idea of fast-track training to UK. He
said Morehead and EKU joined because the interested school districts
were in those universities' service
areas.
The program incorporates recent
refinements in state standards for
principals.
. .
_
"A lot of the emphas1S 1s prepanng
them to become modern-day principals" who understand the reform law
and can make skillful use of new
school technology, Rinehart said.
The program drew 40 applicants
from whom 22 were chosen based on

credentials and interviews. Rinehan
said interest in similar training programs had bubbled up in other parts
of the state where candidates for principals' jobs were in short supply..
Audrey Carr, director of professional development for the state Educ~tion Department, said the three universities had differing standards for
training. school admi~istrators and
compromised on a cumculum for the
Hazard program.
"I think a lot of people think that
the universities have been an uncooperative partner" in school reform, b~t
"that simply has not b_een the case m
this situation," she said.
Wheeler is one of five elementary
schools where teachers, U of L professors and U of L students colla_borate on instruction that fuses subJect.
areas and spans the multiple ways
children learn.
.
The curriculum they are usmg,
called "Different Ways of Knowing,"
blends social studies and the arts and
allows children "to learn in different
ways and to express what they learn
in different ways," said Diane Kyle,
chairwoman of middle and early
childhood education at U of L.
Wheeler Principal Charlene B_ush
called the curriculum "a great piece
of work."

The other schools participating in
this year's project are Engelhard and
Goldsmith elementarv schools in Jefferson County. LaGrange Elementary
in Oldham County and Northside/Southside Elementary in Shelby
County. All are part of a network that
collaborates with the university on
teacher training and research.
Faculty members from the university, Wheeler and Engelhard are
searching for indicators of school
quality that go beyond such usual
measures as test scores and per-pupil
spending.
Betty Lou Whitford, one of the professors involved, said one promising
strategy was the collection and analysis of teachers' tales of their personal
successes and failures in the class-

room.
Another possible means of capturing hard-to-quantify elements of quality, Whitford said, are "schoql P?rtfolios" that include photographs, videos
and compact discs.
Aiding schools' efforts to reform
and improve is "our top pri_ority,"
said U of L education dean Ray Nystrand.
"We think that the mission of a
professional school is to support the
profession, and that means working
with teachers and administrators (on)
issues that confront them on a day-today basis," he said.

. •.
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A new life
Welfare mom builds a future
of hope atop ruins of her past
By CYNTHIA EAGLES
Staff Writer
OWENSBORO, Ky. - These are
the milestones coming up in the life
of Teresa Simpson, welfare mom:
Graduate from college, Dec. 15.
Take nursing boards in January. Get
a nursing job at a hometown hospital after that - and a new life off
welfare.
These are the milestones Simpson
has already passed: Drinking sprees.
Drug overdoses. Suicide attempts.
Three babies out of wedlock, fathered by different men, all of whom
are now in prison.
"I feel like I am talking about a
different person, my life has
changed so much," Simpson, 31,
said in an interview after her classes
at Owensboro Community College
last week. "In January of 1990, I was
in the hospital after a suicide attempt. That's how my life was then.
I was just real hopeless."
Her dramatic turnaround has led
to a national award for Simpson, of
Centertown in Ohio County. The
American Association for Adult and
Continuing Education, based in
Washington, named her its "Outstanding Learner for 1995" at a
meeting in Kansas City, Mo., several
weeks ago.
While she has reached a point
where she can discuss her life with
some detachment, Simpson is far
from being a breezy, soul-baring
talk-show guest. Her memories are
still fresh and painful, and there are
times during an interview when she
looks away and quietly refuses to
elaborate.
For example, she will acknowledge that "there's a lot of alcoholism
in my f~ao~_aJm1ther
committe swc1de w e arunk.~B'ili"
she will not answer questions beyond that.
She will also acknowledge that in
the past she has eagerly latched
onto men and ended up in painful,
short-lived relationships. But the
most she will ·offer is that she was
pregnant with her second child
when she met the father of her third,
and that one of the men doesn't
know she had his baby.
She repeatedly says that she
loathed her lifestyle but felt powerless to change it.
An adult-education program in
Ohio County finally helped her make
the change, and Simpson talks in
much more detail about that and the
woman who runs it, Colleen Lewis.·

"Colleen is, for me, one of the i-are
people who is emotionally stable and
just a lot of class. . . . She really,
genuinely cared about me."
Simpson met Lewis, who teaches
adult GED and basic-skills classes as
part of a program known as PACE Parent and Child Education - in
1991, when Simpson was still entangled in drinking and drug abuse.
Simpson had called in the summer to
ask about putting her 4-year-old
daughter, Autumn, in preschool, and
Lewis had answered the phone.
Simpson, who quit school in 11th
grade, recalled that Lewis asked her,
What about you? Do you need to earn
your GED? Simpson told her yes, but
that she had been procrastinating.
Great, Lewis said, PACE is the program for you. Simpson could take her
GED classes across the hall from Autumn's preschool, during the same

GETTING HELP
The program that helped
Teresa Simpson - Parent
and Child Education - is
one of several across
Kentucky that help an
average of 42,000 adults a
year improve their jobs, lives
and parenting skills.
Many of the programs can
be reached through family
resource centers in local
school districts. Information
is also available by calling,
toll-free, (800) 928-7323.
hours. PACE also offered classes on
parenting skills and instruction in
other areas, ranging from avoiding
domestic violence to home management. And PACE made a point of
showing parents ways they could
have fun with their children.
Simpson fit the profile of a typical
PACE student: raised in a dysfunctional family, lacked self-esteem _and
sufficient education and skills. She
needed the program to get a job and
get off welfare, and to keep her children from repeating the cycle when
they grow up.
The majority of PACE students are
women, but there are occasionally
single fathers as well.
At first, PACE was a boondoggle
for Simpson. Its schedule of classes
Tuesdays through Thursdays left long
weekends open for her to go on
binges of drinking and abusing marijuana, Valium and Xanax.
"It was getting bad. I was in a lot of
(emotional) pain. I was lonely and I

was sick of myseif. and I was really
tired of living the way I was living,"
Simpson said. "I ended up going to a
psychologist in Hartford, and I just
started crying." He admitted her immediately to the psychiatric ward at
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital
in October 1991.
Lewis visited Simpson in the hospital, bringing a balloon, a card and
warm words of encouragement.
"There was just something about
the way Colleen encouraged me, 11
Simpson said. "I would start feeling a
little bit better. And I wanted that
feeling, I wanted that confidence. I
wanted those positive strokes I was
getting from Colleen."
Lewis gave Simpson the names of
some people with a local Alcoholics
Anonymous chapter, and after another six-month struggle, Simpson finally stopped drinking in March 1992.
A few weeks later, she took her GED
test and scored in the top 5 percent in
the country.
She started taking basic classes at
the community college in the fall of
1992, after Lewis took the PACE class
there to talk directly with college officials about options and financial
needs. Simpson says she had always
assumed college was not . an option
for her.
Now Simpson has her eye on psychiatric nursing, confirmed by a recent clinical rotation on the same psychiatric ward where she had been a
patient in 1991. Her patients included
a man whose alcoholism had caused
brain damage.
_ Simpson said she looks at people
like her patient - and remembers her
brother - and thinks, why did I survive? Then, she said, she feels profound gratitude to God, because
"without his grace I would be dead.
. . . God had a different purpose for

me."
Lewis said without hesitation that
she expects Simpson to ultimately
earn a master's degree in nursing.
"She's really had a rough life,"
Lewis said. "But I could tell Teresa
had a lot of potential. We start with
what I believe is the key with everybody - you have to have good self-

esteem, and we work on that.''
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three or four dozen pillars. The plan
is to get additional companies to

pledge $100,000 to the dnve in exchange for getting their name or
logo on banners that would hang
from one of the permanent pillars.
The promotional booklet gives
this budget breakdown: $48.3 million to construct the s(adium, $7.2
million to construct the complex at
the north end of the stadium. and
$1.2 million for equipment and furnishings.

